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2ABSTRACT
This thesis is developed on the assumption that the
company policies can be translated into a set of procedures
which are controlled by a set of documents. By charting the
flow of the documents,the analyst can discover the adequacy of
the set of procedures to carryu out the company policy.By means
of statistical methods,the analyst can evaluate the effective-
ness and efficiency of the set of procedures.
The flow charting approach is used to evaluate the
effectivenss and efficiency of the methods and procedures
adopted by a company for internal control purposes. It is
primarily based on th eflow charting techniques and statistical
methods.
The approsch of this thesis is to introduce the essence of
the theory and the background of this study in the first four
chapters,and then to illustrate the practice of the flow charting
approach and its applicability to a local company in the last
three chapters.
The conclusion of this thesis shows that the flow charting
approach can be applied to the larhe business organizations in
Hong Kong with negligible modifications. It could be an useful
tool to the internal anditors, o and M analysts and system analysts.
3FOREWORD
This study is designed to meet the thesis requirements of
the Lingnan Institute of Business Administration, the Chinese
University of Hong Kong. It does not aim at a complete audit.
Hence, a lot of unnecessary details have been either cancelled or
put in the Appendix of the thesis.
The objective of the thesis is not to extend or modify the
theory of Analytical Auditing, but to illustrate the practicability
of the theory. The emphasis of the thesis is therefore put on the
'practice' rather than the 'theory'. It tries to show, with
sufficient evidence from actual work, that the theory of Analytical
Audit is practical at least to certain industries in Hong Kong.
It is practically beyond the capability of this thesis to
give a complete analysis of the applicability of the theory of
Analytical Auditing. It is also beyond the manageability of the
author within a period of half a year and simultaneously taking
four term courses. This thesis is exploratory in nature and a lot
of extra work is certainly required to show more completely: the
conditions under which the flowchart approach is valid, the
conditions under which it is invalid as well as what and how parts
of the theory should be modified. Thus, the scope of the thesis
is limited to a particular industry in Hong Kong, so that the
.applicability of the theory to that industry can be examined in
depth.
4The aircraft engineering industry is chosen as the scope
of the study mainly because of the familiarity of the author with
the industry. The author had a temporary engagement of ten months
with the monopolist of the industry in Hong Kong, the A. E. Co.
Ltd.
Finally, gratitude should be given to the A. E. Co. Ltd.
for its cooperation, my thesis supervisor, Dr. John L. Espy for his
revision, as well as some former graduates of the Institute and
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1l.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background of the Study
The idea of the thesis comes from the author's auditing
experience in the A. & E. Co. Ltd. It should be noted that all the
names are disguised so as to protect the interests of those concerned.
Nominal figures about the company's operations are not necessarily
real but all the percentages and financial ratios are based on actual
figures. In addition, titles of the staff involved and the organiza-
tion chart have been simplified for the sake of clarity.
Since the A.& E. Co. Ltd. is a large and complex organization
having more than 2,400 employees and a plant of 750,000 sq. ft.,
there must be a sophisticated system of internal control or management's
efforts would be wasted in a fragmented organization. The author's
auditing experience in the company was primarily investigating the
functioning of the marketing, inventory control and procurement
systems. It was found that large and medium size companies like the
A. E. Co. Ltd. need to ensure the normal functioning of their
internal controls. Their management teams practically have no time
to review whether the system allows efficient execution of their
policies or not. Usually, they rely on a management consultant or
independent audit or internal auditor to process the information for
them.
The traditional method of analyzing the internal control
system, which relies mainly on questionnaires and narrative report,
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seems tedious to read both to the investigators and managers.
Progressive ideas on modifications of the analytical technique and
approach arose as early as the 1960s. Some suggested more use of
computer techniques and systems approach others suggested the
adoption of more statistical analysis. The flow charting approach
first appeared in R.J. Anderson's and R.M. Skinner's Analytical
Auditing An Outline of the Flow Chart Approach to Audits. On the one
hand, the approach is able to achieve the audit objectives according
to standards on the other hand, it is flexible enough to use
efficiently with modern mathematical techniques in business. Hence,
it is probably worthwhile to explore the practicability of the flow
charting approach and to extend it whenever possible.
The author has already used some flowcharting techniques for
analysis in the early management advisory projects done for A. E.
Co. Ltd. The management was interested in such a form of analysis
and presentation. The flow charts are simpler to understand and
revise. Through further consultation with the local practitioners
of famous firms like A. A., it was found that they also foresee
that the flowcharting approach could be a more suitable approach
to this computer era.
1.2 Purpose and Scope of the Study
The purpose of the study does not aim at a complete audit.
Its purpose is to demonstrate how to use the flowcharting techniques
to analyze the efficiency of an operating system. Efficiency is in
terms of absence of weaknesses in the work procedures of the system.
The work procedures are mainly reflected by the documentation flow.
3In a complex organization, operating functions are carried
out in terms of policies and procedures. For instance, the pro-
curement function is usually specified in a set of explicit policies
which acts as guidelines for the executives in the procurement
department. Policies are comprehensive yet vague hence, policies
are translated into a set of interrelated work procedures which are
specific and clear for the executives.
Accompanying each procedure is a set of documents. Since
one procedure may involve several persons of different departments,
the documents also flow from department to department, reflecting
the work done by the personnel involved. For instance, before the
Sales Manager of an engineering company can confirm 'draft order',
he may pass it to the production department and the accounting
department. In the production department, the planning engineer
confirms the company's capacity to take up the order. Based on the
estimation of the planning engineer, the accounting department then
estimates the charges for the job. Then, the order is confirmed
after the customer accepts the charges presented by the sales
manager. There may be many documents associated with this procedure,
in addition to the 'draft order', such as the written report on
'work estimation' and 'charges estimation'. With the flow of
documents, there may be.'leak' causing inefficiency. Specifically,
a part of the procedure, e.g. 'work estimation', may be longer than
necessary, thus generating sluggishness in the system or there may
be some dummy documents which have no substantial functions yet still
flow in the system. These are some weaknesses of the system and
they are also the focus of what we called 'internal control'.
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Internal control is the main theme of internal auditing.
The conventional approach to internal auditing involves two steps:
1. Preliminary survey which consists of limited testing
in all functional areas to isolate critical problem
areas.
2. The depth audit which is adequate enough to substantiate
the preliminary survey findings in the indicated problem
area or areas.
On the other hand, flowcharting is a kind of auditing
technique designed in such a way to locate the potentially weak
areas of the internal control system of a company. It is alleged
that the techniques can be used to substantiate the internal audit
with respect to the analysis of internal control system.
Theoretically, the systems-oriented auditing technique based
on flow chart analysis and limited procedural tests are referred
to as 'analytical auditing'. The analytical audit is divided into
two stages. The first stage the 'system audit', is aimed at systems
evaluation, the second, the 'follow-up audit', at weakness investi-
gation. System audit begins with a review of the system, testing
it with a small sample from cradle to grave, description of the
system and the test on flow charts, and an analysis of the flow
charts to determine apparent weaknesses or inefficiencies. The
follow-up audit includes a few supplementary tests in those areas
where control is believed satisfactory, in order to confirm the
normal functioning of the areas. In addition, the follow-up audit
reveals the apparent weaknesses in depth and ends with a memorandum
of recommendations to the client.
5It seems that, at least in principle, the two steps of
internal audit-- the preliminary survey and the depth audit-- can
coincide with the two stages of analytical audit, the system audit
and the follow-up audit. Both emphasize internal control.
Internal audit focusses on maintaining a properly functioning
internal constrol system while analytical audit diagnoses the weak-
nesses of the system. The purpose of the thesis seems more obvious
at this point. It aims at indicating the complementary nature of
the two approaches. Specifically, it shows the applicability of the
flowcharting techniques to the analysis of the internal control
system of a company.
Nevertheless, the thesis is not expected to be a complete
internal audit. Basically, a complete internal audit covers
safeguarding company fixed assets', 'assuring correct recording of
accounting records' and 'maintaining operating efficiency'. 'Assuring
compliance with company policies' is an important duty of the internal
auditor. Here, this function is put under 'maintaining operating
efficiency' because of its close association with it. In a complex
organization, company policies are translated into operating pro-
cedures. Thus, in maintaining the operating smoothness of procedures,
compliance with company policies is assured, provided the operating
procedures are not dysfunctional or do not deviate from the pre-
scribed company policies.
The scope of the thesis is limited to the application of
flowcharting techniques to the analysis of an internal control
system, with respect to 'maintaining operating efficiency'. By
means of flowcharting, a network of paper flow, centered around a
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system or a function, is charted to reveal the leak or incompleteness
of the system. According to the theory of analytical audit, the weak
and inefficient areas of internal control can be discovered by
tracing, examining and testing the routes of the flow. As a
result, dummy documents and dysfunctional procedures can be either
eliminated, modified, or shortened to promote operating efficiency.
The study does not cover all aspects of a complete internal audit,
vet it is expected to include the basic steps of an analytical audit.
1.3 Significance of Internal Control
As an organization grows in size and modern business tech-
niques become complex, the methods of internal control have attracted
increasing attention in recent years. In order to increase the
efficiency of business and safeguard against error and fraud, manage-
ment realizes that comprehensive internal control is needed. Un-
fortunately, most of the management teams do not have the time to
collect necessary information for evaluating their controls. Hence,
they need the internal auditors to present an overall picture of
the strengths and weaknesses of their internal control system.
The scope of internal control covers not only internal check
and internal audit but the whole system of controls established by
the management for operating smoothly, safeguarding assets and
assuring accuracy and reliability of records.
Internal check refers to checking on the routine transactions
of day-to-day work by means of the work of one person being proved
independently by another. Its main purpose is to prevent fraud or
at least to facilitate its early detection.
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Internal audit is a reviewof operations and records by
specially assigned staff. When there is an internal audit depart-
ment, it forms the valuable part of the internal control system.
The three basic elements of internal control, according to
the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, are:
1. The plan of organization (with particular reference
to the allocation of staff)
2. Authorisation, recording and custody procedures
(including internal check)
3. Managerial supervision and review (including internal
audit)
Plan of organization
Effective internal control has an adequate plan of organiza-
tion. Plan of organization refers to the separation of a company's
operations into appropriate divisions and sub-divisions, the appoint-
ment of persons to assume responsibility, the establishment.of clear
lines of responsibility between each division and sub-division and





The objects of financial and accounting control procedures
are to ensure that the funds and property of the company are kept
under proper custody and may not be improperly supplied, either by
error or intent that expenditure may be incurred only after
authorisation and is properly accounted for and that all revenues
are properly accounted for and received in due course.
8To achieve these objects, it requires a suitable division of
duties, the establishment of an appropriate accounting system and
the institution of forms of internal check. Internal check refers
to the checks on day-to-day transactions which operate continuously
as part of the routine system whereby the work of one person is
proved independently or is complementary to the work of another,
the object being the prevention or early detection of errors or
fraud.
The first principle is that all transactions, either
individually or in groups, should involve surveillance by at least
two persons as far as possible independent of each other. Surveil-
lance may take two forms:
1. Participation by others, through the division of
responsibilities, in the processes by which a
transaction is authorised, conducted and recorded
and
2. The subjection of the individual's work to prompt
and regular independent verification, by such means as
reconciliation with pre-ascertained totals or direct
examination.
Managerial supervision and reviews
Including internal audit
Effective internal control requires the directors to review
the company's financial operations and position at regular and
frequent intervals by means of interim accounts and reports, opera-
ting summaries and other appropriate financial and statistical
information. Comparison with results for previous periods may
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indicate discrepancies that call for further examination or, where
budgetary control is in use, attention will be drawn to material
variances and explanations required. In addition to regular
reviews of this nature, management may from time to time call for
special reviews of particular items such as stocks, or the operation
of the wages department these constitute yet another instrument of
control. In smaller firms examinations of the nature indicated
may be carried out by the owner or manager personally. Managerial
supervision and reviews of this nature are an essential element in
any effective internal control system.
Internal audit is a review of operations and records, some-
times continuous, undertaken within a business by specially assigned
staff. The scope and objectives of the internal audit vary widely
in different businesses and may, particularly in large organizations,
extend to many matters which are not directly of an accounting nature.
The internal auditors' duties on non-accounting matters would not
normally be a matter for consideration by the independent auditors.
On accounting matters the main objective of an internal audit is to
assure management that the internal check and the accounting system
are effective in design and operation.
1.4 internal Lontrol In Practice
(Refer to Appendix B)
The system of internal control to be adopted and the means
by which it is to be communicated and implemented vary according to
the nature and circumstances of each business. Broadly it may be
said that larger companies tend to find it desirable, if not essen-
tial, to define their organization and procedures in writing, while
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smaller companies which are subject to closer proprietorial control
may adopt a more informal approach. It remains true in all circum-
stances to have the staff clearly aware of the scope and the
limitations of their responsibilities.
A typical classification of operations for internal control
(Appendix B) purposes is as follows:
1. General financial arrangement
2. Cash and cheques received (including cash and bank
balances)
3. Cheque and cash payments
1+. Wages and salaries
5. Purchases and trade creditors
6. Sales and trade debtors
7. Stock (including work in progress)
8. Fixed assets and investments.
In considering these matters it should be borne in mind that
there are no absolute standards of internal control. The circumstances
and needs of businesses vary so greatly that no two are exactly alike.
An adequate system of internal control can be roughly regarded as
one that is both economic and effective with regard to the resources,
size and nature of the business concerned. Particular procedures
should therefore be weighed against the risks they are designed to
check. The cost of operating a check on any particular activity
should be viewed in relation to the possible loss if the checks were
removed. For example, a company may recognize that the cost of close
supervision of cash collection by salesmen would be prohibitive.
Similarly, it may be considered that checking the extensions and
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costs of suppliers' invoices is of little value where small amounts
are involved, and checking of invoices for sums below a stated
amount may in consequence be abandoned or curtailed.
Although cash is the most readily convertible of assets and
thus most vulnerable to misappropriation, it normally forms only
part of an undertaking's total assets, and equal attention should
be given to custody and control procedures involving other forms
of property, such as stocks. In all these matters, the importance
of physical as well as documentary controls should be borne in mind.
Automatic data processing can contribute materially to the
effectiveness of internal control. For example, mechanised account-
ing systems generally involve the employment of specialist staff,
to whom the recording function is entrusted, with the consequence
that division and limitation of duties is automatically ensured.
Furthermore, mechanised systems permit the ready preparation of
totals for checking purposes.
1.5 Auditing and Internal Control
In the audit of larger companies, the practice is not to
scrutinize every transaction in detail but to select groups of
transactions for close examination. In making this selection
auditors must first consider the system of internal control.
The first step is to ascertain the prescribed system. The
auditors can refer to the organization charts and procedures manuals
in case the company has little written instruction, the auditors
must rely on inquiry and observation. In all circumstances, it is
essential for the auditors to prepare, and retain, a record of the
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system in case, which should be revised and brought up to date
regularly. The techniques adopted to draw up these records vary
from narrative based on informal questioning (often reinforced by
the use of check lists) to the completion of comprehensive question-
naires.
The object of the auditor's examination of the system is
to determine the nature and extent of the audit procedures to be
applied in order to establish the reliability of records as a basis
for the preparation of accounts which will present a true and fair
view.
The auditors' examination may be divided into three stages:
ascertainment, testing, and assessment. These are, however, integral
parts of a single process, normally carried on concurrently. In
practice, the procedures described do not fall into such clearly
marked separate stages.
Examination involves ascertaining not only the procedures
prescribed but also those actually used in practice. Unless careful
supervision is exercised by responsible officials, procedures tend
to be unofficially modified with the passing of time and changes of
staff. A theoretically sound system may prove defective in operation
because its rules are not properly observed, or because the circum-
stances of the business change. Auditors should therefore seek, by
inquiry, observation and tests, to ascertain that the system is being
properly and effectively operated by competent staff. On the results
of these observations auditors based their opinions of the adequacy
of the internal control system.
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The normal procedure is to select representative sections of
the company's records for examination in detail and testing in depth
to ensure that transactions are properly authorised, evidenced and
recorded.
Some aspects of an internal control system may be verified
in operation by direct observation. For instance, auditors may
consider that attendance at stock-taking or payment of wages would
help them perform their duties, the object of such attendance being
to observe the operation of the prescribed procedures.
Where the system of internal control is judged inadequate,
the auditors must decide whether, and if so how far, audit tests
should be extended to cover the unsatisfactory aspects of the system.
As in all their work, they should preserve a sense of proportion the
uncovering of petty irregularities in circumstances where the maximum
possible loss is insignificant will not necessarily warrant extensive
examination.
Sometimes, the records and the system of internal control
are so seriously inadequate that even the most exhaustive checking
and tests would not enable the auditors to form an opinion on the
system. It is in the interests of all concerned-- shareholders,
management, employees, and auditors-- that any defects in the system
of internal control, or any parts of the system in which there is
scope for improvement, should be reported to the appropriate persons
and the facts placed on record. This is particularly important where
the system of internal control is judged inadequate in material
respects, since such circumstances must cast doubts on the basic
reliability of records presented to the auditors. There would also
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be higher possibility of error and omission in such an internal
control system.
Where an internal audit is carried out it is for the
independent auditors to decide whether and to what extent, con-
sistent with their statutory responsibility, they can rely on the
work of the internal auditors in order to reduce the extent of
their own examination of detail. Their decision will depend upon
their judgment of the facts of each case, having regard in parti-
cular to:
1. The extent and efficiency of the internal audit.
In order to assess these matters the independent
auditors should examine the internal audit programmes,
working papers and reports and should make such tests
as they think fit to the work done by the internal
auditor
2. The experience and qualifications of the internal
auditors and their staff and the character of their
reports
3. The authority vested in the internal auditors and the
level of management to which they are directly
responsible.
1.6 Flow Charting, Auditing and Internal Control
It is almost generally recognised that assessment of internal
control is a part of the auditor's work. According to the generally
accepted auditing standard of the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants, the second standard of field work requires:
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".....a proper study and evaluation of the
existing internal control as a basis for
reliance thereon and for the determination
of the resultant extent of the tests to
which auditing procedures are to be
restricted."
The Committee on Auditing Procedure of the AICPA, in its
statement on 'Auditing Standard and Procedures', also states that:
"Where feasible, the independent auditor's
review of internal control may be conducted
as a separate phase of the examination,
preferably at an interim date, by applying
appropriate auditing procedures directed
particularly to appraising the effectiveness
of the client's system.Where this is not
feasible the review will usually be made in
conjunction with other phases of the audit
programe.A record of the independent
auditor's review should be prepared in
some suitable from."
This system-oriented flowcharting approach does conform
to the major auditing standards and procedures because:
1. At the beginning of the work, a preliminary review
is done to study the control in general. The study is
documented and translated into flowcharts. The charted
system is immediately evaluated with respect to its
efficiency and effectiveness.
2. The flowchart is a helpful technique to spot the
weaknesses of the current internal control.
3. Once the weakness of the system is located, the depth
audit will be implemented to study it in a more
sophisticated way. The weakness found would define the
scope for the depth audit.
4. The limited tests in the preliminary review do conform
to 'intelligent allocation of audit effort'. Strong
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areas are subjected to limited system audit tests only
while weak areas are subjected to depth investigation.
Thus, the study and evaluation of internal control has
been used to maximum advantage in determining the
resultant extent of tests to which auditing procedures
are to be restricted.
Finally, it is important to note that the flow charting
approach involves no change in principle but is just a new mechanism
for serving these accepted principles in the most efficient manner.
The flow charting approach is often used in a small audit
engagement or investigation, for organizations having a formal
system of office procedures and internal control. The formal system
of office procedures and internal control is important to a large and
complex system. Hence, using a flow charting approach would auto-
matically imply placing reliance on structural control like: the
design of the system, the division of duties, the accounting controls,
etc. Nevertheless,a small size does not determine the waive of the
flow charting approach. Some small organizations may have a formal
system of office procedures and internal control covering some of its
important functions. Some small systems also show excellent internal
control. Therefore, the flow charting approach would be inefficient
to conduct when there is no formal control and when the transactions
are voluminous.
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2.0 METHODOLOGY, STANDARDS AND
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
2.1 Methods of Study
The context of the study is a review of the management control
system which is described in Chapter Five. The review was done prior
to this study on behalf of the management of the A. E. Co. Ltd. It
focuses the management attention on the problem area of the system.
The sources of data of the review are:
1. the staff
2. management letters
3. management control audit program
1+. management control questionnaires, 1 and
5. industrial and trade statistics.
It is expected that such a management control review can be
regarded as a complementary part of the flowcharting approach and
can be used as guidelines for the subsequent analytical audit.2
Management control covers all types of control measures in the
company. Internal control can be only regarded as part of it.
However, an overall management control review is usually general in
its findings. The management requires more specific information to
initiate changes. Thus, it is desirable to have the review followed
l For details of the questionnaires, see Appendix C
2 It is another name covering the flowcharting approach and
is explained in detail in Chapter Four.
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by a more sophisticated approach.
The flowcharting approach, which is rather sophisticated in
the analysis of the system of operations, seems suitable for the
follow-up task. However, the primary objective of the approach is
on the accounting system and its results. Is it also suitable for
the analysis of internal control or even some management controls?
In other words, can it efficiently review deviations from the
operating systems, which often indicate loose control or absence of
control?
The purpose of the thesis is to show by means of actual
performance, that the flowcharting approach can be also used to
analyze the internal control system and even some controls beyond it.
This thesis is not expected to generalise that the flowcharting
approach is able to analyze all internal control or management
control problems. It just shows that the approach can at least do
some. Since this is an exploratory attempt, there is no better way
than to test the theory in a real situation.
The A. E. Co. Ltd., a large organization representing the
whole aircraft engineering industry in Hong Kong, is chosen as the
field for the test. The major steps of the analytical audit approach
are strictly followed so as to test the applicability of the approach
in depth. The major steps of the approach include:
1. System Evaluation
Literature review
Review of files and company publications
Study of company policies and procedural manuals




Preparation of flow charts








In the following section, standards are set to evaluate the
applicability of the approach in the analysis of the internal control
system.
2.2 Evaluating Standards
The standards are used to evaluate the validity and relia-
bility of the thesis. Standards are classified into two type: basic
standards and obligatory standards. All basic standards are expected
to follow properly, since negligence of one basic standard may
largely reduce the validity and reliability of the study. The
obligatory standards are used mainly to evaluate the degree of
applicability of the flowcharting approach in the analysis of internal
control system. In other. words, the obligatory standards indicate
what the thesis has achieved.
Basic Standards
1. All the major steps of the flowcharting approach (analytical
audit), both system evaluation and the depth audit, have been
followed.
2. All the adopted steps of the flowcharting approach have been
carried out in the A. E. Co. Ltd. in Hong Kong.
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Obligatory Standards
1. The study has met the following auditing standards of a special
invest igat ion.
-- Sufficient data pertinent to the company and its operations,
-- Description of the scope of investigation,
-- Findings of investigation supported by adequate evidential
matters,
-- Proficiency and independence on the part of the investigator,
-- Proper supervision on the job.
2. The findings and recommendations of the analytical audit have met
the management needs of the A. E. Co. Ltd.
-- Specification of the problem in the management control system,
-- Flowcharting approach has shown where, how, and why the problem
arose,
-- Recommendations are directed to the solution of the problem.
3. The plan of audit has covered the key departments and sections
in the specified problem area.
2.3 Limitations
The purpose of the thesis is not to generalise that flow-
charting approach can be applied to the analysis of all parts of the
internal control system and management control system nor to all
types of business organizations in Hong Kong. It is intended just
to show that the modern flowcharting approach, with many advantages
over the traditional approach,1 can be practically applied to handle
1 For the advantages of the modern flowcharting approach
over the traditional approach, see section 4.1 of Chapter Four.
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problems in the internal control system and even part of the
management control system.
The validity of this study is limited to the aircraft
engineering industry in Hong Kong, which is monopolized by the A.
E. Co. Ltd. Its applicability is confined to just those aspects of
the internal and management control system that are covered in the
study.
In addition, the conclusion of this study is not expected to
be valid with small and non-functional organizations.
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3.0 THE MECHANICS OF FLOWCHARTIONO
4.1 At1vantaPAs of thA Flowcharting Annroach
Over the Traditional Approach
The flowcharting approach is a system-oriented approach to
auditing. A systems-oriented audit plan requires some method of
recording systems information accurately and comprehensively. The
traditional narrative form proves unduly cumbersome in practice.
A narrative may be suitable for company procedure manuals of
clerical job descriptions. However, as soon as some degree of
detail is attempted, a narrative swells to too large a size. The
large quantities are difficult to absorb, related points are hard
to integrate mentally, and annual changes are awkward to record.
Flowcharting is the logical solution to these problems
since:
1. It is the most concise way of recording the review of the system.
It minimizes the amount of narrative explanation and achieves a
condensation of presentation not possible in any other form.
It gives a bird's-eye view of the system and an efficient
documentation of the testing of it.
2. It is also the most efficient tool for doing the actual analyzing.
The charts clearly depict what is taking place and provide an
easy method of spotting weaknesses in the system or areas where
improvements could be introduced.
3. There are many types of flowcharts. The one adopted is a
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horizontal charting approach. This approach has the advantage
of making it easy to visualize the relationship between
different parts of an integrated system. Those internal
control strengths or weaknesses which arise from the way in
which duties are divided among the client's personnel can thus
be readily seen on the flowcharts themselves, where they would
be hard to extract from many pages of narrative. In addition,
this type of flowchart is able to differentiate between events
and documents, thus depicting the system clearly and orderly.
3.2 Objectives of the Analytical Audit
According to R. M. Skinner and R. J. Anderson, analytical
auditing is a practical, systems-oriented auditing technique based
on flow chart analysis and limited procedural tests. The emphasis
of analytical auditing is on systems analysis and the flowchart is
its tool of analysis. The analytical audit is originally aimed at
the evaluation of the accounting system to provide a basis for
planning the year-end verification of assets and liabilities. It
is an important part of the normal audit and a useful tool for the
external auditor. Furthermore, the techniques of analytical audit,
with slight modifications, can also be applied to the investigations
of control systems for internal audit and management advisory purposes.
The analytical auditing approach has been applied on a
systematic basis only since the 1960's. Its wider acceptance is
mainly due to the growing size and complexities of business organi-
zations. As business units enlarge, automation of bookkeeping
functions increase accounting systems are becoming more complex
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internal control features are developing ever greater sophistication.
Naturally, the audit techniques of the 1930's would be less useful
today. In order to cope with the new environment, greater orien-
tation towards systems is necessary. Flow charting, a modern
technique along this line of development, is employed for a proper
study and evaluation of internal control.
Since flow charting techniques arise as an audit procedure,
it is essential to explain it first from the auditing viewpoint.
It is essential to consider audit objectives in brief, which deter-
mine the choice of audit tools. A given audit procedure can be
designed to:
1. measure the extent of a known error,
2. detect the existence of a suspected error,
3. provide confirmation that no errors have occurred,
4. discover what the accounting procedures are,
5. establish that prescribed controls are operating, or
6. justify a recommendation for a systems change.
Each of the purposes calls for either a different audit procedure or
a different way of applying a given audit procedure. The 'purpose'
is the first point of consideration and it defines the job to be
done and the tools to be used.
Ordinary audit objectives
The objective of the ordinary audit is to determine if the
independent auditor can report that the financial statements present
fairly the financial position and results of operations of his client,
based on generally accepted accounting principles. Whenever there
are people who have an interest in an enterprise but limited
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understanding of its routine operations, like the shareholders,
banks, bond holders, creditors, prospective investors, and govern-
ment authorities, it is essential to assure that the financial
statements are not misleading.
The scope of an audit can also be extended to include
supplementary objectives such as examination for minor fraud,
investigation of particular operating results and performance of
an internal audit function.
An audit directed at the report on the financial statements
consists of two components: first, checking the correctness of daily
recording second, verifying the existence and valuation of the
recorded net assets at the statement date. The first phase is
called the 'current audit', or 'interim work', or 'audit of transac-
tions' and it usually precedes the second phase, the 'balance sheet
audit' or 'year-end procedures'. However, the timing of the two
phases usually depends on the circumstances, and the second phase
may precede the first phase. Regardless of the timing, the complete
audit can always be divided functionally into these two components:
checking daily accuracy and verifying net assets.
Analytical auditing, in which flow charting techniques can be
applied, is a method of performing the current audit on all audit
engagements above medium size. The results of the current or
analytical audit will undoubtedly affect the extent of necessary
balance sheet work. The subject matter of this thesis is the former
phase-- the flow charting techniques.
Function and objectives of the analytical audit
The analytical audit establishes the reliability of the
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accounting system. It is obvious that the balance sheet audit by
itself is not and cannot be sufficient without the current or
analytical audit. No matter how carefully the auditor counts the
net assets on hand at any one time there can be no certainty as to
what should have been there unless reliance is placed on the accuracy
of the accounting records. As long as the net assets are to be
valued on a going-concern basis, it is impossible to determine the
appropriate valuation without relying very substantially on the
accounting records. In order to spread the workload, some assets are
verified at a date other than the statement date. In such case,
the reliance on the accounting accuracy becomes greater still.
Finally, the accuracy of the individual components of the profit
and loss statement cannot be determined merely from the verification
of net assets at the beginning and end of the year. Even if the
auditor's balance sheet procedures include scrutiny, review, analysis
and verification directed at the profit and loss components, much
of the auditor's opinion on the income accounts must still be derived
from an assessment of the reliability of the accounting records.
In addition, the findings of the current or analytical audit
affect the program to be selected for the balance sheet audit. The
higher the accounting reliability is, the less balance sheet steps
will be required to support the opinion. In the extreme case of an
unreliable accounting system, extended balance sheet audit steps
would be needed to take up the entire burden of proof. If these
special, extended balance sheet audit steps still cannot adequately
compensate for the weaknesses in control, it may be necessary to
deny any opinion on the financial statements.
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According to R. M. Skinner and R. J. Anderson, an analytical
audit, as conducted by an independent auditor, has two objectives:
Primary objective (mandatory)
To determine, through an analysis of the accounting system
and the internal controls, the accuracy and reliability of his
client's accounting records and thus to provide a basis for planning
the balance sheet audit steps necessary to support an opinion on
the financial statements.
Secondary objective (discretionary)
To give him sufficient knowledge of his client's affairs
that he can offer timely suggestions for strengthening the system
of internal control, for increasing the efficiency of the accounting
system, and for improving the client's financial and tax planning.
Both these objectives can be efficiently fulfilled through
the use of the flow charting techniques and the purpose of this
thesis is to enhance the second objective. In fact, with certain
modifications, analytical auditing is used by internal auditors
beyond the scope of external audit. With respect to the secondary
objective of analytical audit, the internal auditor will have at
least as much responsibility as the external auditor. More likely
.his different terms of reference, and his closer continuing asso-
ciation with his own organization, will require him to pursue
possible systems suggestions to a degree of detail beyond the scope
of external audit. Finally, his terms of reference also require
him to fulfill some policing function to ensure that prescribed
management policies and laid-down procedures are being duly followed.
Frec,uentl. observed deviations from prescribed procedures will
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prompt him to investigate situations which, while justifying some
corrective action, would be immaterial with respect to the overall
statement presentation on which the external auditor reports.
3.3 Theory of Analytical Auditing
There are two approaches to the primary objective of analy-
tical audit, namely, end-result theory and the method theory.
End-Result Theory
This theory emphasizes the checking of the accounting records
themselves but not the system that produces it. Since checking docu-
mentary evidence for every recorded transaction would mean doing the
accounting job once again, it would be prohibitively expensive.
Thus, the end-result theory alleges that it is unnecessary to check
every recorded transaction for the year of the system if internal
control is reliable. Under this theory, if a sample of accounting
records is examined and found correct, it would indicate the accuracy
of the rest.
Method Theory
This theory emphasizes the analysis of the system itself
but not the results it produces. One would attempt to explore inside
the system and discover exactly how it produces its results. The
system is thoroughly checked to see if it is covered with appropriate
controls, as well as checks and balances to forestall errors. If
the findings of the analysis are positive, it would indicate the
accuracy of the results produced by this system.
In practice, the difference between these two approaches is
a matter of emphasis. One would contain some elements of the other.
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All current audits must consist of an analysis of internal control
and a testing of documentary and other evidence. The difference
is only one of the relative proportions between analysis and
testing.
It is true that neither approach is infallible, yet each has
a certain validity. The end-result theory implies that the whole of
the accounting results from a knowledge of a substantial part of it.
The method theory implies that the whole of the accounting results
from a knowledge of the detailed system which produced it.
The method approach seems more assured and efficient. A
complete analysis with a concise, well-chosen program of testing
is adopted to diagnose the strengths and-weaknesses of the accounting
system. On the other hand, a more intimate knowledge of the paper
flow and the relationship between different procedures also provides
a better basis to make recommendations on internal control and
systems efficiency. Those recommendations are quite significant
for management purposes. Hence, the emphasis of this thesis is to
enhance the application of the method approach to special investi-
gation and thence to management uses.
Two stages of an analytical audit
Based on the theories, an analytical audit is divided into
two stages: systems evaluation and weakness investigation. The
former stage can be performed early in the year and ends with the
completion and updating of flow charts. The latter stage begins
when most of the year's results are available for review. Weakness
is investigated and suggestions for improvement are rechecked. The
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latter stage ends with a memorandum of recommendations to the
client.
The relationship between the different components in an
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3.4 Systems Evaluation-- the System Audit
The systems evaluation begins with a review of the system,
a procedural test with a small sample from cradle to grave, a
description of the system and test on flow charts, and an analysis
of the flow charts to determine apparent weaknesses or inefficiencies,
In the evaluation of control, some areas where efficiency
can be improved are observed. These observations accompany charting
to evaluate the system of internal control, and lead to useful
suggestions on efficiency. Usually, they also provide a good basis
for a major systems survey which is an extra assignment outside the
basic audit.
It should be noted that the evaluation of internal control
is the focus, because the primary objective of the auditor is to
support his financial statements and this depends on the internal
control. This evaluation of internal control is done mainly by
an analysis of the flow charts themselves, with the help of a set
of reminder questions to ensure that no point is overlooked.
The control evaluation distinguishes areas with satisfactory
internal control from those with apparent weaknesses. Apparent
weaknesses can be further subdivided into those which can cause
material errors and those-which cannot. For material errors, an
additional revision in timing and extent of certain balance sheet
audit steps or a special weakness investigation is required. The
purpose of the weakness investigation is not to find out whether
any errors are occurring, but whether any 'material' amount of error
has occurred.
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Finally, the system audit ends with the planning of weakness
investigation and drafting of recommendations to the client.
3.5 Weakness Investigation-- the Follow-up Audit
The follow-up audit begins with the weakness investigation.
It reveals the reliability of the accounts. Minimum planning would
be required for balance sheet audit steps if the accounts are found
reliable. If it reveals that the accounts are so unreliable that no
revised balance sheet audit can help, the audit opinion would be
rejected. If the accounts are just partially reliable, then some
revised balance sheet audit steps would be planned to compensate for
the remaining weakness.
On the other hand, the follow-up audit also includes some
supplementary tests in the satisfactory areas, in spite of its focus
on weakness investigation. The tests can be selected on a cyclical
basis so that all parts of the system are examined over a period of
three or four years. These tests are to support the auditor's
evaluation of the internal control system with objective data, since
all evaluations are subjective and human judgment is fallible. Hence,
the auditor cannot theorize that some particular element in the
system of internal control is adequate to prevent errors without any
substantial checking. These supplementary tests provide an automatic
'feed-back' of objective results to confirm or correct the auditor's
subjective evaluation of the system. If errors are found in the
satisfactory areas, the auditor would reconsider his initial evalua-
tion of internal control. If significant errors are discovered,
then some weakness investigations would be required.
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Finally, the follow-up audit ends with the making of plans
for the balance sheet audit program and the issuing of recommenda-
tions to the client.
3.6 Basic Design of Flow Charts
The flow charting technique adopted in this thesis is a
form of 'horizontal charting'. It shows the flow of documents and
accounting information between different departments and sections.
It is suitable for the purpose of evaluating internal control since
the division of responsibilities is clearly depicted.
Difference Between Auditing Flow
Chart and System Flow Chart
Horizontal charting has been used by systems people for
many years. Some symbols, like a rectangular box to represent a
document and a solid arrow to indicate the physical flow of a
document, are actually universal. However, it is equally true that
there are sufficient differences to distinguish between the two
kinds of flow charts.
It should be noted that some symbols used among systems
people are less appropriate for evaluating internal control. The
system analysts have their charts include all operations performed.
Their charts emphasize 'events' and sometimes do not distinguish
between documents and operations. These charts are a more expanded
type of chart and reveal considerably greater detail. Nevertheless
these charts give more detail than the auditor needs. The auditor
does not necessarily always refer to the detailed procedures and
the volume of clerical work which can be easily revealed on the
system flow charts.
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Primarily, the auditor's need. is to assess internal control.
Charting how a clerk searches a file, locates a desired card,
compares it to a document being processed, and re-inserts the card
in the file complicates a chart whose main purpose is to analyze
control. It is enough for the auditor if the chart just shows the
document in question is checked against a master card file. It is
obvious that auditor t s flow charts serve a different purpose from a
system analyst's charts. Hence, the charting techniques can be
expected to be slightly different.
Symbols
Document
Capital letters inside the rectangle indicates the
21po name of the document (P0: Purchase Order).
The numbers indicate first and second copies.
Phvsieal movement of documents
The arrow, pointing to another chart referencesee Bl
(e.g.'see Bl), means that the flow of this
document will be continued on that chart.
The solid line ends in a dead-end symbol.to
It indicates that the document will notcustome
re-enter the charted system.





The tick indicates that the document is
checked periodically.
XI indicates that the checking has not
been done.





It shows a document being placed in a temporary
file to await credit approval and then being sentwhen credit
to a permanent file.approved
Document being destroyed.
All documents must end either:
(i) in a permanent file
(ii) at a dead end symbol (leaving the system)
(iii) arrowed to another flow chart, or
(iv) destroyed.
It indicates the origination of a document.
It indicates that a record or document is being
used for some purposes, such as initiating pre-
pas ation of another document, posting to a sub-
sidiary ledger, etc. This represents activity
flow as opposed to paper flow.
The fork indicates a number ofin town
alternative paths depending onPO







It shows that documents are attached together.
It shows document A being attached to document
A
B and the two being filed together numerically.
B
Books, ledgers and records besides documents.
Books representing posting sources to theDr BankCash





Beginning of document flow.
Initialling of documents.i
Signing of documents.s
Keyed to explanatory notes.
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4.0 PRESENT MANAGEMENT CONTROL
SYSTEM OF THE FIRM
Management control is a broader concept than internal control.
The purpose of management control systems is to encourage managers to
take action in the best interests of the company. Specifically, it
sets the framework for strategic planning and works towards 'goal
congruence'.
Theoretically, a management control system is a total system
covering all aspects of the company's operation. Under it, many sub-
systems can be identified according to function. One common classi-
fication is:
marketing and sales,





research and engineering, and
industrial relations.
Undoubtedly, the management needs to be aware of control
deficiencies in the company. This review of the management control
system is normally regarded as an extension of the auditor's or
management consultant's work. They help to locate a problem, report
it to management, and assist in correcting it. Such a review often
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leads to modification of existing controls or establishment of new
controls.
A more formal approach to the review of the management control
system usually includes the following five resources:
1. the staff,
2. management letters,
3. management control audit programs,
4. management control questionnaires, and
5. industrial and trade statistics.
It is not the purpose of this thesis to explain the technicality of
the review. Hence, explanation of the approach is shown in Appendix
C for those who are interested.
The review was done prior to the thesis. Its importance to
the thesis is that it helps to define the problem area in the manage-
ment control system. The problem area attracts the attention of the
management and sets the scope for the following investigation. In
other words, this review creates the need for the special investigation.
Following is a brief description of the conditions of the major
management control measures.
4.1 General Organizational Control
The current objective of the A. E. Co. Ltd. is of an
expansionary type. It aims at 'promoting its competitive position'
(especially in East and Southeast Asia), 'improving quality of
services so as to compensate for the disadvantage of higher labour
charges', 'extending its servicing capacity to include the major
jumbo jets', as well as to modernize the administration of the
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company.
In order to meet the objectives, the company has planned to
expand its plant facilities. One of the hangars has been recon-
structed to accommodate the new jumbo jets. Personnel have been sent
overseas to receive further training. In addition, the inventory
control system has been reviewed and is being revised. The
Engineering Division has been reorganized and responsibiltites are
centralised in three branches. In the meantime, people with
progressive management background have replaced the conservative in
certain key positions like the Supplies Superintendent. In addition
records in the Stock Control Section have been given a computer code
and modified to allow application of a more scientific system. It
is also one sign indicating extension of computer use beyond payroll
billing and statistics.
It should be noted that the series of plans have covered all
the major objectives. It has considered all the major operations of
the company except the marketing aspect. Market forecasts are short
term and said to be' inaccurrate'. It does not provide reliable
guidelines to the procurement policy.
On the other hand, communication channels are clearly not
efficient as policies and principles of operations are much better
understood on the higher management levels rather than on the
supervisory levels. Written policies are unpopular and often
obsolete. In the Sales Division, policies are usually non-written.
Nevertheless, the system proves that it is flexible enough to handle
rush orders without serious delay.
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The A.& E. Co. Ltd. is a highly differentiated functional
organization. Separate functions have been departmentalised in
detail. However, different divisions and departments are unlikely
to be well coordinated even on the top level. On middle management
level, there are no communication channels to provide feedback
for their operations. The managers are seldom buried in details.
They often get job reports from the operating personnel. Only the
operating personnel have to do a lot of additional paperwork.
The A. E. Co. Ltd. is an established company in the aircraft
maintenance and repairing industry. Its accumulated. experience has
made the quality of its services better than most of its East and
Southeast Asian competitors. The company also has an organized
training program for its engineers and technical superintendents.
However, it has no executive development program. Most middle and
top level executives are expatriates employed on contractual bases.
Turnover of executive personnel is not high and is especially low on
the lower level. Lower level executives are rarely promoted to the
middle and top level positions thus, it is not surprising that the
average age of the staff, especially on the lower level, is quite
high.
The organizational chart is revised annually. The chart is
adequately distributed to all departments and sections. Authority
is much emphasized in the company. Management policies are usually
written on memoranda and notices. Procedural manuals are kept,
especially in the production and procurement departments or sections,
but a number are obsolete. Functions and responsibilities are
generally clearly defined and observed, yet occasionally there are
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some ambiguities.
With respect to control, the A. E. Co. Ltd, has an Internal
Audit Section under the Assistant General Manager of Administration.
A comprehensive audit programme has been designed and kept in the
file of the Section. Although the programme has been seldom revised,
the audit routines still cover all the major objectives of internal
controls. Nevertheless, quality of the current audit work is doubt-
ful as the Internal Auditor has left the Section unsupervised for
almost a year.
On the other hand, the management control system also
includes a formal budget system, a cost accounting system (providing
performance measurement), a management reporting system, a system of
forms control, efficient work flow (especially in the production
departments), a formal personnel selection process and a job evalua-
tion programme.
4.2 Production Facilities and Practices
Raw materials to be purchased can be classified into
recurrent and non-recurrent items. Procurement of recurrent items
is initiated by the stock control system. Each item is recorded in
the stock control card on which MAX quantity and MIN quantity are
set. Whenever the stock level falls to MIN quantity, the item will
be ordered to restock the level to MAX. Requisition for non-recurrent
items is usually initiated by the production departments and sections.
In case the value of the item is high, the requisition has to be
approved by the division head on the top level.
The MAX quantity of the stock control card is decided by the
following:
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1. A minimum stock of six to eight months' supplies
2. Sales forecast
3. Amount of usage in the past few months
4. Lead time
5. Probability of late delivery
6. Substitutibility of the item
Final decision is at the discretion of the Supplies planner.
With respect to purchasing, little analytical work or market
research is done on the suppliers' rating system or the price history
for valuable items. Both competitive bidding and contract buying are
seldom practiced. Instead, the purchasing policy tends to prefer
those companies of the same group.
One of the serious problems of the company is that raw
materials are overstocked. Such an overstock of raw materials keeps
the production departments running without being bothered by a
shortage of supplies. However, the market for the excess raw
materials is limited and many of these excess materials have become
obsolete and written-off. The result is that it adds to the volume
of overhead and thence to the cost of services.
A. E.'s quality of service is relatively high amongst the
Southeast Asian competitors. Production standards are set and
observed. Prior to the acceptance of a job, the planning engineers
of the Engineering Services Department estimate the labour, material
and time requirements for the job. The estimation is then transferred
to the Cost Accountant and priced. Hence, the planning engineers'
estimation acts as a kind of standard for the production departments.
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Production cost accounting is established to control material
and labour usage. Material and labour for each job are recorded in
a 'closed job report' in detail. The closed job report is prepared
by the computer, based on the material usage slips and the workers'
job cards. This closed job report is verified by the planning
engineers (against the job estimation), kept by the Cost Accountant
and sent to the Billing Accountant to issue invoice. Usually, a
large discrepancy between actual usage and estimated usage is queried
and investigated. The closed job report is detailed enough to be a
control mechanism over labour and material usage. Labour usage is
classified into several classes by the level of skill. Material usage
is recorded with the code number of the material requisition forms.
In fact, the closed job report is attached with all the documents on
which it it based. So far it is generally recognised that the
closed job report gives adequate control over production.
4.3 Management Planning and Reporting
Another major weakness of the A. E. Co. Ltd. lies in the
forecasts. There is insufficient orientation to those who receive
a copy of the market forecast some users of the forecasts are
even vague about what is presented in the forecast. Furthermore,
the forecast only tells how much business can be expected in the
coming half year. Such a long forecasted period is too crude to be
used for planning, since the users do not know in what month or
quarter the business comes. The forecasting method is completely de-
cided by the Marketing Officer and seldom revealed. Nevertheless, a
periodical review, prepared by the Marketing Officer himself,
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indicates a large deviance from the actual results.
With regard to the organizational chart, there are no 'one-
man' controls in the key positions. Authority, on the whole, is quit,
evenly delegated on the top management level. The only one-man
contol is found in the Budget Office and Marketing Section, yet the
authority of the two officers is reduced to the minimum. The Budget
Officer is mainly responsible for the preparation of budget, based
on the Division heads' estimation and the Marketing Officer is
responsible for preparation of forecasts and updating of customers'
files.
On the whole, top management regards management reporting as
adequate. The chief internal reports include budget analysis, finan-
cial statements, sales statistics, cost reports, and efficiency
reports.
4.4 Payroll and Personnel
There are 2,400 employees on the payroll. Payment is made
monthly. The senior executives of the company are all contract staff
and are beyond the control of the payroll. The system of payroll
still involves a lot of manual work and it is primarily regarded as
the function of the Personnel Department.
Personnel turnover on the whole is slow, especially at the
lower levels. The aircraft industry involves highly specialized
technology and there are a limited number of channels open for the
A. E. technicians and staff. Competition for human resources is
not keen for the company. The A. E. Co. Ltd. has to train its own
technicians since outside supplies are also limited. Therefore, it
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is not surprising that the wage revision is rather infrequent and
annual increment is slow.
The employees have organized themselves into a welfare
society, yet its power is far weaker than that of a union. It exerts
little influence on the management and is responsible for the staff's
recreation and benefits.
Fringe benefits include pension plans,vacation allowances,and
medical care. Profit sharing is also exercised but the annual profit
on the income statement has a large influence over the amount of the
raise.
4.5 Marketing Practice
The targets of the A. E. Co. Ltd. are exclusively industrial
customers. Connections are established mainly through the two
assistant sales managers, and overseas agents. The company has con-
tracted with the majority of the customers using its line and base
maintenance services. In spite of a list of standard charges, the
charges for the services are negotiated and different discounts may
be given on the contracts. With respect to overhauls, the engine/
propeller/component would be first inspected and then the cost of
overhaul would be estimated for the customer's consideration. The
list of standard charges is revised annually and the job is done
mainly by the cost accountant.
The majority. of the company's sales revenue inflows steadily.
The Hong Kong Airline has left all its engineering responsibility to
the A. E. Co. Ltd., contributing to about half of the annual revenue
of A. E. In addition, line maintenance, the largest line of
business for the non-HKA customers, cannot be promoted because of the
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special nature of the service. It is because line maintenance varies
directly with the number of aircraft landing at the Kai Tak Airport
and little can be done by the A. E. Co. Ltd. to increase the
landing frequency.
In addition, the company has already contracted with most of
the arilines that pass through Hong Kong. The salesmen and the two
assistant sales managers place more emphasis on the renewal of con-
tracts and liaison with customers than on acquisition of new customers.
Some advertising is done by the marketing officer in the professional
publications, but the advertising budget is negligible.
In spite of its wide circulation, the forecasts are not
emphasized by the planners. The company has placed only one person,
the marketing officer, to handle preparation of the forecasts in
the meantime, the officer is also responsible for updating more than
a hundred customer files. A low quality of forecasting is expected
and the weakness of the forecasts has increasingly attracted manage-
ment attention. Because of a lack of confidence in the forecasts,
the supplies personnel have deliberately overstocked the spare parts
(raw materials) to be safe in meeting production requirements and
this has resulted in a large overhead which has gradually become
a disadvantage to the company in competition.
4_h Evaluation of Current Practices
The review of the management control system has located the
problem in the 'marketing--procurement--stock control' network. The
problem is that the large amount of overhead resulting from overstock
has made the pressure of price competition ever harder than before.
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It is the management's interest to know:
1. the apparent weakness in the problem area,
2. the network of procedures that has contributed to
the problem,
3. the seriousness of the problem in quantitative
terms, and
4. the recommendations on correcting the weakness.
With such an objective, the flowcharting approach is used to
conduct a comprehensive review of the problem area. The problem
area stretches from the marketing system through the procurement
system to stock control. Nevertheless, more emphasis is put on the
marketing system where the most pressure and uncertainty are felt.
The following two chapters cover all the major steps of an
analytical audit, where, flowcharting techniques are used intensively.
The purpose is to illustrate the process of using the flowcharting
approach in the analysis of an internal control system. All the
steps are carried out in the A. E. Co. Ltd.
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5.0 THE PRELIMINARY SURVEY (SYSTEMS AUDIT)
5.1 Description of Business
The preliminary survey begins with an overview of the physical
operations of the business being audited. Such an overview need not
be concerned with accounting procedures, in spite of their important
bearing on the operating results.
Normally, the overview of a manufacturing company should
include the following areas:









The overview is completed in Chapter Three which is regarded
as part of this preliminary survey.
5.2 The Lead Sheet
The lead sheets, following the overview of the physical
operations of the company, contains a number of reminder questions
on internal control. The whole object of flow charting is to
evaluate the system and the lead sheets provide the guides in actual
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charting.
There are five standard sets of lead questions (Appendix D)




4. Cost Records and inventory records
5. Books of Accounts and general statements
The lead sheets give a brief summary of the system and help to
evaluate the internal controls of the system.
In this thesis, emphasis is put on the marketing-procurement-
stock control system of the firm. The lead sheet on payrolls, which
is unrelated, was not used. Since the lead sheets cannot adequately
cover the problem area, other internal control questions on the
related lead sheets are used.
5.3, PrPnnratinn of Flow Charts
The lead sheets and the internal control questions only giv
guidelines to the 'weaknesses in control'. They do not give the
details of how the procedures work or how the weaknesses arose.
Hence, prior to the preparation of flow charts, the investigator
has to:
1. discuss the system with related department and section
heads:








the Sales Progress Officer,
the Marketing Officer,
the Information Services Coordinator,
the Storekeepers,
the Stock Control Clerks,
the Cost Accounts Clerks, and
the Budget Officer.
2. review the Supplies Procedures, accounting records, stock
control system, material requisition procedures, sales
documents, major circulars, and internal audit files.
3. consider the problems found in the overview of the
company's operations:
'excess inventory' as revealed by the financial indica-
tors, and
'inaccurate forecasts' as alleged by the operating
personnel in the Supplies Department.
4. trace the documents studied from 'cradle' to 'grave'.
It should be noted that the flow charts only focus on the
control points. Where control is not directly involved, there
would be a certain amount of simplification.
Analysis by flow charts
The object of analysis is the 'marketing-procurement-stock
control' system. 'Set A' of flow charts is drawn to examine the
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procedures from 'acceptance of order' to 'invoicing' and the 'Set B'
of flowcharts aims at the procedures from 'procurement' to 'store-
keeping' with respect to the different nature of the major lines
of services. Set A of flowcharts is divided into six parts, each
representing one major line of service.
Set A of flow charts
The A. E. Co. Ltd. has several lines of service, but not
all of them are equally significant. In order to break down the
task into manageable size, the four most important lines of service
are chosen for analysis. Base maintenance, line maintenance, engine
overhauls and component overhauls (plus propeller overhauls) are
important in the sense that they contribute to more than 80% of the
company's annual sales revenue.
The objective of Set A is to point out the apparent weaknesses
(including non-compliance with procedures and policies) and ineffi-
ciencies in the system. If no apparent weakness and inefficiencies
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4 BILLS CLOSED SUMMARIES4






NO MATERIAL ERROR FOUND.
INEFFICIENCY
NONE,
CHANGES SIMCE LAST YEAR
SIMPLIFICATION OF PROCEDURES.
DIRECTLY FROM CUSTOMER ORDER FORM TO EQUIPMENT USAGE
SHEETS AND AIRCRAFT HANDLING RECORDS. NO WORK
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2 JOB COMPLETION ADhTICES92 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS1
2 JOE COMPLETION ADVICES104 WORK AUTHORISATION NOTES2
2 WORK CARDS114 WORK AUTHORISATION NOTES
3
2 BILLS CLOSED SUN AA.RIES124 SETS OF ENGINE CCNDITION4
2 ITEMS OF BILLS RENDERREPORTS AND COST ESTIMATION 13
BOOK2 QJJOTATIONS5
4 INVOICES142 JOB SHEETS6
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NO MATERIAL ERROR FOUND
INEFFICIENCY
LACK OF CONTROL AT THE JUNCTION BETWEEN CUSTOMER
ACCEPTED Q(JOTATIONS AND NEWLY ISSUED JOB SHEET.
(BETWEEN END POINT 5 AND 6)
NO FORMAL DOCUMENTS FOR CONTROL AT THE JUNCTION.
CHANGES SINCE LAST YEAR
'WORK SPECIFICATION SHEET' CANCELLED AFTER JOB SHEET
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CUSTOMER'S ACKNOWLEDGEMENTA. SALES MANAGERS.N.
COMPONENT OVERHAULCUSTOMER ORDER FORM C.O. S. S,C.O.F.
CHIEF PLANNINGWORK AUTHORISATION NOTE C.P.E.W.A.N.
ENGINEERJOB SHEETJ.S.
COST ACCOUNTANTC. A.WORK SHEETW. S.
BILLING ACCOUNTANTB. A.JOB COMPLETION ADVICEJ.C.A.
INFORMATION SERVICESCLOSED JOB REPORT I.S.C.C.J.R.
COORDINATORBILLS CLOSED SUMMARYB.C.S.




2 CLOSED JOB REPORTS2 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 121
2 BILLS CLOSED SUMMARIES4 CUSTOMER ORDER FORMS 132
2 BILLS RENDER BOOKS2 WORK AUTHORISATION NOTES 143
2 WORK AUTHORISATION NOTES (ITEMS)4
4 INVOICES2 JOB SHEETS 155
4 INVOICES2 JOB SHEETS 166
2 WORK SHEETS7
2 JOB COMPLETION ADVICES8
2 JOB COMPLETION ADVICES9





NO MATERIAL ERROR FOUND.
INEFFICIENCY
NONE.
CHANGES SINCE LAST YEAR
'WORK CARD' CANCELLED.
'WORK SHEET' TAKING ITS PLACE.
PROCEDURE FROM 'JOB SHEET' TO 'JOB COMPLETION ADVICE'
SIMPLIFIED.
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Set B of flow chart
The objective of Set B of flow-charts is to evaluate whether
there is proper custody and control over the inventories in stores.
Are there any malpractices among the storekeepers or stock control
personnel? Are there any procedural leaks providing an opportunity
for fraud and error? Is there any inefficiency in the material
requisition procedures? A series of questions along this line will
be answered by the following flow-charts and analyses.
Chart B1 highlights the procedures for controlling
inventories. With respect to control over inventories, the Chief
Storekeeper, Stores, Stock Control and Internal Auditor see the




































BIN CARD STORE BIN CARD A. G.M. A. ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER
M.R. MATERIAL REQUISITION (ADMINISTRATION)
S.C'C. STOCK CONTROL CARD S.S. SUPPLIES SUPERINTENDENT
C. A. COST ACCOTJNTATNTC.J.R. CLOSED JOB REPORT
STOCK CHECK SKEETS.C.S.
APPAREN 1AKNFSS
PROBLEMATIC PROCEDURE WITH RESPECT TO TEE FLOW OF
'MATERIAL REQUISITION' FORM IS FOUND IN THE STORES.
THE COPIES OF MATERIAL REQUISITION FORM STAY IN THE
STORES BEFORE THEY ARE PASSED TO THE STOCK CONTROLLERS
AND TEE COST ACCOUNTANT. THIS PROCEDURE PROVIDES
SUFFICIENT TIME AND CONVENIENCE FOR THE STOREKEEPERS
TO MANIPULATE THE NUMBERS ON THE MATERIAL REQUISITION
FORMS IN CASE OF FRAUD.
THIS KIND OF FRAUD CAN HARDLY BE FOUND BY THE INTERNAL
AUDIT SECTION, THE STOCK CONTROL SECTION, AND THE
ANNUAL STOCKTAKING TEAMS, IT IS BECAUSE THE BIN CARDS,
THE STOCK CONTROL CARDS, AND EVEN RECORDS IN TIE COST
ACCOUNT NG SECTION ARE BASED ON THE THREE COPIES OF




SPOT CHECK BY THE INTERNAL AUDIT SECTION CAN BE
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The procedural leaks are further confirmed by the internal
control questionnaires (Appendix D). In order to explore the
apparent weakness, further statistical analysis and tests are used
to examine the procedures in depth. The major controls, the annual
stocktaking of inventories by storekeepers and spot checks by the
Internal Audit Section are examined separately.
Annual Stocktaking of Inventories
by Storekeepers
A review of the record from July 1974 to July 1975 shows
that progressive stocktaking just covers the inventories more than
once each year and the work is quite sufficient. The analysis of
















Based on the above table, the percentage of inventories




Number of items checked 36,300 100% 102%
Total inventories 35,600
It is found that progressive stocktaking by teams of
storekeepers sometimes does not check all the items in the store once
because of insufficient manpower. However, a detailed analysis of
the effectiveness of the stocktaking shows that the storekeepers are
able to give due emphsis to the high-valued stores.
TABLE 5.2
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE ANNUAL STOCKTAKING OF INVENTORIES
Percentage of ItemsNo. of Items atAve. Value/Item
checked in stocktakingthe end of 1974at the end of 1974Store
97% (5,900)6,l00$400A
180% (12,000)6,800$280B





indicates the top four of the column.
However, it was found that the stocktaking is sometimes
improperly carried out since some storekeepers occasionally take
their own stores and in some instances, the same stocktaker does
both counting and recording during the checking.
Spot Check by Internal Audit Section
A sample of 105 items is taken in each round of spot checks




RELIABILITY AND PRECISION OF THE CURRENT
SAMPLING METHOD IN SPOT CHECK
Rate of Errors Confidence
PrecisiorLevelin PopulationSample SizePopulation Size
105 it ems If at 950% then 3/U'35,600 items 3.4%
Then 49%e I f at 1%as of 31.12.1974
a 'Rate of error' refers to the error found in annual stock-
taking. It is a percentage of the 'number of errors found
in annual stocktaking' to the 'total inventories'.
b About 95 out of 100 times that the rate of error in the
population may be as high as 6% (3% precision plus 3.4%
allowance),
c About 49 out of 100 times that the rate of error in the
population is within the limit of 4% (1% precision plus
3.4% allowance), but the result is less than 50% reliable.
Further exploration of the spot check record reveals that
sampling is not even in each year.
TABLE 5.4
SAMPLING PLAN OF SPOT CHECK IN THREE YEARS




Since the total inventories do not change much in three years,
fluctuations in the sample size may reduce the reliability and
precision of the spot check.
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It should be noted that the current spot check is inadequate
because it fails to concentrate on the high-valued stores.
TABLE 5.5
CONCENTRATION OF SPOT CHECK ON THE HIGH-VALUED
STORES BY THE INTERNAL AUDIT SECTION
(No.) of ItemsNo. of Items atValus/Items
checked 1.7.74-3.6.75the end of 1974at the end of 1974St ore
1.57% (96)6,100$400A
1.18% (80)6, 800B $280
o,84% (8o)D 9,500$ 9o
4,700 2.06% (97)E $100
800 14.349 (12)H $9oo
3.20% (97)J $170 3,000
2.04% (96)4, 700P $250
indicates the top four of the column.
Table 5.5 shows that the spot check is able to emphasize
'Store H' (the highese-valued store) and 'Store PI. However, it has
neglected 'Store A' and 'Store B', which are high both in value and
quantity.
Table 5.6 examines the effectiveness of the spot check by
the internal audit in further detail.
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TABLE 5.6
CONCENTRATION OF THE SPOT CHECK ON THE
HIGH-VALUED CLASSES IN EACH STORE
of Coinci-The 3 nextNo. of
dence withfrequencyNo. ofclasses The Top 3
the 3 most valu-checkedHigh-Valuec lassin the
able classesclassesSamples ClassesStore St ore
Al, A5, A218 7 (88%o) A3, Al, A48 33%A
B23, B16, B20 0018 7 (39%) B32, B28, B20B
Dl, D2, D9 33%3 (60%/) D5, D3, D2D 5
0%El, E66E 2 (33%) E31 E5, E2
Hl, H2, H6 67%4 4+ (1000,16) H6, H2, H3H
100%Jl,- J21 J3J 3 (10001o) J3, J2, Jl3
67P7, Pl, P28 6 (75%) P2, P4, P1P
Table 5.6 shows that the spot check has also failed to plac(
adequate emphasis on the high-valued classes in each store.
Hence, it is obvious that the spot-checking procedures of
the Internal Audit Section can be significantly improved.
5.4 Evaluation of Internal Control
Based on the flow charts, internal control questions, ana
the staff's opinions, the internal control system of the company was
found to be satisfactory. There are no apparent weaknesses or
services inefficiency in the system there is seldom any excessive
control. Most of the unnecessary documents were cancelled last year
and some even earlier.
Basis of opinion
The opinion that the A. E. Co. Ltd. 's internal control
system is satisfactory is based on the following findings:
1. Transactions are approved and authorised by individuals
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with delegated authority.
2. Record keeping is divided so that one record is checked
by another.
3. Proper physical control of inventory is carried out by
the Internal Auditor and Stock Control Section.
4. Separation of the custody of inventory from the record-
ing of inventory and related transactions is practised
by storekeepers and the Stock Control Section.
5. Periodic verification of the existence of the recorded
inventory is done by the internal auditors.
6. Personnel having abilities and training commensurate
with their responsibilities are employed.
Apparent weakness
There are no apparent weaknesses reflecting:
1. Poor systems design or inappropriate division of duties.
2. No inadequate physical control of assets observed in
the course of data collection for flowcharting. (This
is further supported by the Internal Auditor's physical
check sheets)
3. None of the people involved in the system studies are
incompetent.
Inefficiency
However, an inefficient area is found in the link between
the marketing system and the procurement system. The Supplies
Personnel, in planning their procurement policies, seldom make use
of the forecasts, which are prepared by the Marketing Officer of the
Sales Department. Instead, they rely on the estimates of the
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engineering departments. Such a method of procurement probably
accounts for the excess procurement of raw materials, since procure-
ment planning, without the support of reliable forecasts, is just
searching in the dark.
Weakness follow-up
Since the inefficient area found in the systems audit
explains the company's most important problem-- excess inventory and
large overhead.-- management has become more interested in the serious-
ness and details of the inefficiency. Nevertheless, prior to a weak-
ness investigation, it is necessary to carry out a weakness follow-
up' to decide whether the effect of the inefficiency is serious
enough to justify a weakness investigation.
The weakness follow-up is mainly carried out in the Marketing
Section and the Supplies Department. It was found that:
1. In six out of ten 'material requirement estimation', the
Supplies Planners have not based their planning on the
forecasts.
2. In a sample of ten employees on the middle and lower
levels, three of those who have access to the forecasts
do not fully understand the format of the forecasts.
3. The methods of forecasting and the source of information
are vague.
4. The company has no written procedures and measures con-
trolling the quality of forecasts.
'Based on the above findings, material errors may occur as a,
result of the following reasons:
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1. The quality (reliability) of forecasts may be incon-
sistent or even misleading.
2. The method employed may be invalid.
3. The forecasting efforts would be wasted without the
confidence of the users.
4. Misprocurement may occur in case the Supplies Planner
bases his planning on one low quality forecast.
5.5 Recommendations
At the conclusion of the systems audit visit, the auditor can
draft a memorandum of recommendations to the client covering all
apparent weaknesses and inefficiencies. Nevertheless, detailed
recommendations on changes of procedures may not be issued at this
time but be held for a more senior audit review during the follow-up
audit (weakness investigation).
Major Recommendations
1. Procedures should be established for the preparation of
forecasts, and periodically checked by the Internal Audit
Section to ensure the consistency of forecasts quality.
2. Prior to procedural planning, it is strongly recommended
that the firm should carry out a weakness investigation
to examine the problem and the extent of current forecast-
ing practices.
3. Sufficient orientation should be given to those who have
access to the forecasts.
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Minor Recommendat ions
1. In Chart A3, it is recommended that a document should be
established to initiate Job Sheets, after a Quotation
has been approved by a customer and received. It is
expected that such a recommendation can eliminate
considerable confusion under the current system where
the Sales Personnel only verbally inform the production
people of the approved quotation.
2. With respect to the annual stocktaking, it is expected
that the personnel can be reallocated according to the
workload of each stocktaking team, so that no stores
would have some items unchecked because of lack of
manpower.
3. The stocktaking procedures should be instructed to the
stocktakers so that they would understand their duty and
responsibility more clearly. No stocktaker should be
allowed to do both checking and recording at the same
time. Supervision of stocktaking by the Internal Audit
Section is one of the feasible ways to maintain the
quality of stocktaking.
Srecific Recommendations with respect
to the Inefficiency in Chart B1
The inefficiency in Chart B1 refers to the 'spot check by the
Internal Audit Section'. In order to promote the quality of the
auditing work, the following modifications are recommended:
1. Change of the Sampling Plan of the Spot Check on stock.
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Table 5.1 indicates that the average rate of error is
3.4 percent.. Based on this rate of error, there can be several
sampling plans with a confidence level of 95 percent, but with




Rate of Errors Precision Sample Size Confidence Level
753 items1% 95%PLAN 1 3.4%
334 items1.5% 95%PLAN 2* 3.4%
95%188. items2%3.4%PLAN 3
It indicates that Plan 2 is more desirable with
respect to precision and manpower of the Internal
Audit Section.
The current speed of spot check is 105 items (l5 items x
7 stores) in two weeks. The Internal Audit Section can at most
spend one day on each store and usually it spends seven days on
spot check every two weeks. Based on the speed of 105 items per
2 weeks, the time required to complete one round of spot checks
would be:
Size of One Round Time Required
14 weeks753 itemsPLAN 1
6 weeks334 itemsPLAN 2
3.5 weeks188 itemsPLAN 3
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However, the current speed of spot check is only fifteen
items daily. It is expected that the speed of spot check can
be raised to 30 items daily without much difficulty. This is
based on the author's actual work and the storekeepers'
experience of stocktaking. Hence, the time required to complete
one round of spot checks would be much reduced.
TABLE 5.8
REQUIRED TIME FOR ONE ROUND OF SPOT CHECKS
BASED ON THE SPEED OF 30 ITEMS DAILY
Number of
Rounds inDurat ionNo. of Days
a Year*of One RoundRequiredSample Size Speed
163 weeks11 daysProposed Scheme 334 items 30
per(PLAN 2) Monday
242 weeks7 days15105 itemsCurrent Scheme
per
Monday
This is based on 46 weeks 'actual worK a year.
2. Reallocation of Samples According to the Values of Inventory
The spot check should focus on the more high-valued
stores and high-valued classes in sampling. Allocation of
samples should consider the weight of the store and the class.
Weight refers to value and quantity of the items in the stores
or the class.
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6.0 WEAKNESS INVESTIGATION-- THE FOLLOW-UP AUDIT
6.1 Significance of the Forecast
A forecast is the starting point for a series of planning,
budgeting and control activities. In the Supplies Department, it
guides the procurement policy. A reliable forecast is expected to
lower the stock of inventory and helps to reduce the overhead of
the company. In the meantime, less inventory would be unused and
become scrap. On the contrary, an unreliable forecast requires
the Supplies Department to maintain a high inventory level to meet
the needs of the jobs accepted. In case the 'presumption' of the
Supplies Department is inaccurate, the production units may not be
able to do the job without the spare parts, or they have to delay
the job until the spare parts have been procured.
Currently, the Marketing Officer of the Sales Division
prepares three types of forecasts: Engine Overhaul Forecast,
Propeller Overhaul Forecast, and Revenue Forecasts. 'Engine Overhaul'
is the largest source of sales revenue next to 'Line Maintenance'
















COSS refers to 'Component Overhaul and
Support Services'. Propeller overhaul
is grouped under COSS.
Among the forecasts which the Marketing Officer prepared,
the Engine Overhaul Forecasts more directly affects the procurement
policy. Thus, the emphasis is put on the Engine Overhaul Forecast
and Propeller Overhaul Forecast, especially the former.
The Marketing Officer prepares a set of Engine Overhaul
Forecasts and Propeller Overhaul Forecasts monthly. The forecasts
cover only the non-HKA arisings since the business from HKA is
contracted. The forecasts cover twelve months, yet the twelve
months are divided into two periods of equal lengths. The six
months from January to June are regarded as one period similarly
the six months from July to December are regarded as the other
period. That means, in January the Marketing Officer forecasts
the following twelve months. In February, he revises the January
forecasts and forecasts the following eleven months. Similarly,
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in June, he has to forecast the following seven months. However,
in July the cycle turns back to where it begins and he has to
forecast the period from July to June of the succeeding year. The
following table illustrates this point more clearly.
FIGURE 6.1
THE CYCLE OF THE FORECASTS
ABBREVIATIONS:THE MONTH
Pl: PERIOD 1 (PROBABLE FIGURE)WHEN THE
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6.2 Reliability of the Forecasts
The reliability of the forecasts is calculated by comparing
the actual figures with the forecast figures. For the sake of
clarity, the analysis is divided into two parts: Engine Overhaul
Forecast and Propeller Overhaul Forecast.
Actual figures are collected from Engine Overhaul Progress
Shop and the Propeller Shop with the help of the Overhaul Manager.
J
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The period from July 1974 to June 1975 has been examined and
compared with the forecasts of the same period. This period is
chosen for examination because it has the latest forecasts available
for examination. On the other hand, it is also possible to examine
the effects of the change of forecast format in November 1974.
Before November 1974 there was only one set of figures in
the forecast. 'Jobs received' and 'jobs expected' are undifferenti-
ated. It only tells how many jobs there may be in the first half
or second half of the year. Since November 1974 'jobs received'
have been written in brackets. For example, '2(8)' means that eight
jobs have been accepted and two more can be expected in the coming
months. It makes the forecast clearer and easier to understand.
The analysis of the reliability of the forecasts (both EOH
Forecast and POH Forecast) is divided into two parts: the first
part from July 1974 to December 1974, and the second part from
January 1975 to June 1975. There are four sections of analysis:
two for EOH Forecast and two for POH Forecast. The purpose of such
a division is to show the difference before and after the change of
forecast format in November 1974. Actually, such a change in format
makes it difficult to group the data of the two different periods
together.
The forecasts have a set of probable figures and a set of
possible figures. The number of probable arisings is the more
conservative forecast and the number of possible figures is the more
optimistic forecast.
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EOH Forecast from July 1C)74
to December 1974
Engine overhaul is the third largest line of service and
accounts for 16%- 18% of the Company's sales revenue. The
following two tables show the monthly forecasts for the second
half of 1974. The reason why no actual figure of engines received
monthly is shown in the two tables is that the new system was not
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The table indicates that '1830' and 'DART' engines are the
largest lines of engine overhaul business. Actually, fifty-six
'1830' engines and seventeen 'DART' engines were received. The
'1830' and 'DART' engines together account for 900/c/ of the total
number (eighty-one) of engines received in the year.
However, the forecast fluctuated widely from the actual
figures, especially the forecast of '1830' and 'DART' engines. The




COMPARISON OF NON-HKA PROBABLE ARISINGS
WITH ACTUAL ARISINGS -- FOR THE SIX
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FIGURE 6.3
COMPARISON OF NON-HKA POSSIBLE ARISINGS
WITH ACTUAL ARISINGS - FOR THE SIX
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The following table further quantifies the degree of
fluctuation from the actual figures from July 1974 to December
1974:
TABLE 6.4
DEGREE OF DEVIATION OF PROBABLE FIGURES FROM ACTUAL FIGURE
JULY 1974- DECEMBER 1974
6 months' 5 months' 4 months' 3 months' 2 months' 1 months'
Engine lead time lead time lead time lead time lead time lead time







Key:'+' means above actual
'-' means below actual
'/' means no forecast
Average deviation takes absolute value. It can
be calculated because all the monthly deviations
have the same base-- the actual number (81) of
engine received in 1974.
EOH Forecast from January 1975
to June 1975
The following two tables show both actual and forecast
figures side by side. They are clearer since the reader can
immediately find out how many engine overhauls can be expected in





DART JT3D cJ8o5IssueForecast of: 28001830 2000 985
4January 41 206.1.75
4(3) 19(3)February 1.2.75 30(12)
14(9) (1)March 23(16)1.3.75 3(7)
8(14)4(9)April (2)11(23)1.4.75 (2)









11(14) 1(2) (217(23) 5(9)April 1.4.75
1(2) (2)11(29) 1(14)1.5.75May 9(18)
1(2) (2)(14)June 2.6.75 3(21)3(33)
The tables indicate that '1830' and 'DART' engines are still
the largest lines of overhaul business. There are a total of thirty-
five '1830' engines and twenty-seven 'DART' engines, accounting for
44% and 34% of the total number (80) of engines received. The tables
show that the total number of engines received in the second half of
1974(81) and first half of 1975(80) are similar. The '1830' and 'DART'
engines are responsible for the majority of the Company's engine
overhaul business. The fluctuations of the forecasts are similar, as
illustrated by the following charts.
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FIGURE6 . 4
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Similarly, the following table quantifies the deviation of
probable figures from actual figure from January 1975 to June 1975•
TABLE 6.7
DEGREE OF DEVIATION OF PROBABLE FIGURES FROM ACTUAL FIGURE
JANUARY 79- JUNE 7'
2 months' 1 months'6 months' 5 months' 4 months' 3 months'
lead time lead timelead time lead time lead time lead timeEngine
FROM JUN. AVEFROM MAYFROM JAN. FROM FEB. FROM MAR. FROM APR.Type








POH Forecast from July 1974
to December 1974
Propeller overhaul is less important than engine overhaul
with respect to sales revenue. Propeller overhaul accounts for less
than 4% of the Company's annual sales revenue. The following table
shows the monthly forecasts for the second half of 1974.
TABLE 6.8












Table 6.8 shows that Dow-ty Rotol is the more important
line of POK business. The 19 Dowty Rotol received in the second
half of 1974 account for 90% of the total number (21) of the
propellers received for overhaul. The following charts
depict the t deviations of the forecast from actual figures.
FIGURE 6.6
COMPARISON OF NON-HKA PROBABLE AIiISI1_QGS
WITH ACTUAL ARISINGS--- FOR THE SIX
MONTHS FROM JTJLY 1974 TO DECEMBER 1974












COMPARISON OF NON-HKA POSSIBLE ARISINGS
WITH ACTUAL ARISINGS--- FOR THE SIX










The following table further quantifies the degree of
fluctuation from the actual figures from July 1974 to
December 1974.
TABLE 6, 9
DEGREEOF 1)E V1 Ail'lUN UN'± hUbAbLL J 1 L Utt1b r _rtUlYI 11U '1 U HL r l l.TUJ L)
JULY 1974- DECEMBER 1974
3 months' 2 months 1 months6 months' 5 months' 4 months'3
lead time lead timePROPELLER lead time lead time lead time lead time
AVEFROM NOV. FROM DEC.FROM JUL. FROM AUG. FROM SEP. FROM OCT.TYPE
142%0%+100%+200%+150%+200%Hamilton +200%
Standard
-37% -32% -11%-47%-47%-47%Dowty 37%
Key: meads above actual
means below actual
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POE Forecast from Januasv 1975 to June 197r
,TABLE 6.10
POH FORECAST FROM JANUARY 1975 TO JUNE 1975
NON-HKA POSSIBLENON-FBKA PROBABLE
ARISINGSAIST GS







The table shows that Dowty Rotol is still the more
important line of POH business, accounting for 68% of the total
nurnber (37i of propellers received for overhaul„ The following
charts depict the deg iation, of he forecasts from actual figures.
FIGURE 6.8
COMPARISON OF NON-HKA PROBABLE AHiI3ii`dcib
WITH ACTUAL ARISINGS--- FOR THE SIX
MONTHS FROM JANUARY 175 TO JUNE 1975












C0 'ARISOI T OF NON-HKA PROBABLE AK1 j1lNUb
WITH ACTUAL ARISINGS--- FOR THE SIX
MONTHS FROM JANUARY 1975 TO JUNE 1975
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The following table further quantifies the degree of
f_luctuation from the actual figures from January 1975 to June 1975.
TABLE 6.11
DEGREE OF DEVIATION OF PROBABLE FIGURES FROM ACTUAL FIGURES
JANUARY 1975- JUNE 1975
5 months I 4 r.-months t 3 months' 2.monthst 1 month's6 months'
lead time lead timelead time lead time lead time lead timePROPELLER
AVEFROM MAY FROM JUN,FROM JAN. F?.OM FEB. FROM MAPL. FROM APR.TYPE
-8J-8% 12%-33% +17%o% +8%Hamilton
St andasd
-16-24%-36%-36% -24%-52% 31%Dowty
Key:'+' means above actual
'-' means below actual
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6.3 Source of Information
The accuracy of the forecast depends very much on its sources
of information. It is the marketing officer's role to collect and
process the information. The sources and flow of information is
illustrated in Figure 6.10
FIGURE 6.10
SOURCES OF INFORMATION OF THE FORECASTS
TELEGRAMINFORMATIONINFORMATIONAPCP
FROMFROM OVER-




APCP: Anticipated Propeller Change Programme (Estimated
PECP: Anticipated Engine Change Programme by Customer)
ASM: Assistant Sales Managers
APCP is the abbreviation of Anticipated Propeller Change
Programme while AECP is the abbreviation of Anticipated Engine Change
Programme. These two types of lists are prepared by the Airlines
themselves. Usually, the customers send a copy to the company, yet
the time is not definite. APCP and AECP become the primary data of
the EOH and POH Forecasts.
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These lists specify the approximate date when the customers'
engines and propellers need overhaul and maintenance. On the list,
the engines and propellers are coded and their utilizations are
considered individually so as to determine the approximate date for
full overhaul and small overhaul. 'T/X' on the list refers to full
overhaul and 'MLM' refers to small overhaul.
The forecasts based on APCP and AECP are continuously modified
by the information from the sixty assistant sales managers, overseas
agencies, and customers' telegrams. Except customers' telegrams, the
information is mainly collected by the marketing officer.
In case there is no APCP and AECP from customers, the
marketing officer would assume no change in the customer's number of
planes and takes account of the customer's actual arisings last year
into possible arisings of the forecasts for the coming forecast
period.
6.4 Distribution of Forecasts
The EOH and POH forecasts are distributed to:
1. Chief Planning Engineer
2. Assistant General Manager (Engineering)
3. Assistant General Manager (Administration)
4. Sales Manager
5. Secretary and Chief Accountant





The above information has been verified with the memorandum
and records in the file of the budget officer who regularly receives
a copy of the forecasts monthly.
In addition, the Marketing Officer has further explained that
copies of EOH and POH forecasts are also distributed to the main-
tenance manager and overhaul manager. The base maintenance super-
intendent and senior planning engineer (Maintenance) would also
receive some forecasts related to their work.
Most of the monthly forecasts go to the production branch
of the company. It was found that the forecasts are more regularly
received by the management and accounting personnel and less
regularly by some of the engineers. The Component Overhaul Foreman
in the Propeller Shop receives his POH forecasts occasionally, but
not monthly.
It should be noted that there prevails a lack of confidence
in the forecasts, usually among the people on the technical level
like the component overhaul foreman in the propeller shop and the
supplies planner in the supplies department. The major reason, in
their viewpoint, is that the forecasts fail to predict the month
when the engines and propellers arrive. Another reason is the lack
of accuracy.
6.5 Evaluation of the Forecasts
Summary of findings with respect
to EOH Forecast
1. The EOH Forecasts fluctuate widely from the actual figures,
notably with respect to '1830' and 'DART' engines.
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TABLE 6 .12
DEVIATION AND FLUCTUATION OF THE EOH FORECASTS
2000 DART1830 JT3D CJ8052800 985
2nd Half
0% 0% 25%38% 31%Average 1974
Deviation
lst Half
26% 10% 21% 0%13%1975
2nd Half
29%-6% 0% 60%-0%75%-14%Fluctu 1974
ation
1st Half
71%-0% 20%-30% 0%35%--12% 50%-0% 71%--O%1975
2. The shorter the lead time, more accurate is the forecast.
FIGURE 6.11
















6 MO. 5 MO. 4 MO. 3 MO. 2 MO. 1 MO.
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3. The fluctuation of the forecasts can be upward or downward. It
is highly unpredicatable. Mostly, the forecasts are below the
actual figures but it is equally possible that forecasts are
above the actual figures.
TABLE 6.13
FLUCTUATION OF EOH FORECASTS
19751974









o= same as actual
/= no prediction
4. The current EOH forecast is unable to predict the time of engine
arrivals in a month-by-month way. Probably that is the main
reason why some responsible staff in the Supplies Department
say that the forecast is about 50'% reliable.
5. Although an accurate forecast cannot predict the types of spare
parts required for an engine overhaul, it can nevertheless
predict the amount of spare parts needed. Even if the company
has to purchase a complete set of spare parts for an engine
overhaul, it can reduce the number of sets of spare parts in
the stores with an accurate forecast.
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Summary of finding with respect
to POH Forecast
1. The fluctuation of POH Forecast with respect to 'Hamilton
Standard' is highly unpredictable, whereas the fluctuation of
POH Forecast with respect to 'Dowty Rotol' seems smaller.
TABLE 6 .14















2. The shorter the lead time, more accurate is the forecast.
101FIGURE 6.12DEVIATION OF THE PROPELLER
FORECASTS FROM ACTUALS
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3. The forecast of Hamilton Standard is usually above the actual
however, it also frequently goes below the actual. On the other
hand. the forecast of Dowty Rotol is mostly conservative.
TABLE 6.15
FLUCTUATION OF POH FORECASTS
19751974





4. As with the EOH Forecast, the POH Forecast is unable to predict
in which month the propeller will arrive for overhaul.
5. According to the responsible staff in the Component Overhaul
Section and Propeller Shop, it is not unusual to delay a job
due to a lack of spare parts.
Findings with respect to source of
information and forecasting method
1. It was found that the marketing officer relies too much
on the APCP and AECP in the preparation of the forecasts. He has
no consistent method of data collection. In case a customer has
not sent in any APCP and AECP, the marketing officer usually
takes last year's engines and propellers received from that
customer as current year's forecast. Of course, the figures would
be slightly adjusted according to the marketing officer's judgment.
In 1974, only about 40% of the customers sent in copies of the
APCP and AECP and 15% of those who sent copies of APCP and
+ + + + + 0 - - 0 + + -
- - - - - - - - - - - -
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AECP to the Marketing Section in 1974 do not provide the forms
consistently. Hence, the Marketing Officer has to make a lot
of 'guesses' and the accuracy of the forecasts is likely to
be affected.
2. In addition, the various sources of information which
the marketing officer uses to make the forecasts are non-
recurrent and inconsistent. The APCP and AECP are sent by
customers and there is no effort to secure them consistently.
Information from the assistant sales managers and the overseas
agencies are only occasional sources of information. Finally,
telegrams from the customers are completely beyond the control
of the Marketing Section and these are usually received only
in urgent situations.
3. The actual forecasting method is unknown to the manage-
ment. 'here are no written forecasting procedures. The Marketing
Officer modifies the data from APCP and AECP according to his
judgment but exactly how he arrives at his judgment cannot be
determined.
6.6 Recommendations
The weakness investigation reveals that the inaccuracy of
the forecasts is the main cause of the problem. The recommendations
in this section are directed towards the remedy of this weakness.
The first two recommendations are to maintain the quality of the
forecast while the last recommendation is to promote the functioning
of the forecast.
4. It is recommended that the forecasting method should be
written down in detail and examined with respect to its validity.
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2. It is recommended that the procedures and standards
of a satisfactory forecast method should be formulated, and
that the Internal Audit Section should take up the responsibi-
lity of ensuring compliance of the forecasting work with the
prescribed procedures by periodic checking. Such a recommen-
dation is to raise the quality of the forecasts by ensuring
that the proper procedures of the forecast method are followed.
It is considered that to control the accuracy of the forecasts
is impractical since the accuracy of the forecasts is affected
by many external factors.
3. It is recommended to shorten the period of forecasts
to three months a period. Currently, the forecast is divided
into two periods, each covering six months the time span is too
long to be significant guidelines for the supplies planning
personnel. A three months' forecast, if it is reasonably
accurate, would tell the supplies planner how many engines or
propellers would be received in the next three months and lower
the inventory level.
For example, if the half-year forecast tells that
eighteen engines would come in the second half of 1976 and the
lead time is three months, the supplies planner has to order the
spare parts for the eighteen engines in April 1976 since the
eighteen engines may all come in July 1976. However, the
company would carry the inventory for the eighteen engines for
six months if all the eighteen engines come in December 1976.
On the other hand, the quarterly forecast can tell how
many of the eighteen engines would come in the period from July
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1976 to September 1976 and how many in the period from October
1976 to December 1976. Suppose twelve engines come in the July
1976 and six engines come in November 1976. The supplies planner
has only to order the spare parts for twelve engines in April
1976 and the spare parts for six engines in July 1976. In such
a way, the inventory the company carries in the period from July
1976 to September 1976 would be no more than the requirements
for twelve engines and in the period from October 1976 to
December the inventory would be no more than the requirements
for six engines. Under the half-year forecast, the company has
to carry the requirements for all the eighteen engines in the
second half of 1976.
The quarterly forecast also has the advantage of reducing
the risk of excess procurement or insufficient procurement.
The quarterly forecast would be more reliable than the half-year
forecast. Under the half-year forecast, the marketing officer
has to predict the number of engines received from July 1976
to December 1976 as early as April 1976 providing three months'
lead time for procurement. Under the quarterly forecast, the
marketing officer has to forecast the three months from July
1976 to September 1976 in April 1976. It is obvious that the
marketing officer would be more certain about the engines to be
received before September 1976 rather than those before December
1976. Hence, the supplies planner procuring according to the
quarterly forecast would have lower risk of excess procurement
or insufficient procurement.
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The quarterly forecast is also a more feasible method for
the company to enforce. If the management does not demand higher
quality and greater sophistication, preparation of the quarterly
forecast is well within the capacity of the marketing office
since little additional work is required. If the current
quality and sophistication is acceptable to the management,
the quarterly forecast can be even prepared out of the existing
sources of information and by using approximately the same
forecasting method employed by the marketing officer.
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7.0 CONCLUSION
The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate the validity and
reliability of this thesis. Evaluation is based on the standards
in Section 2.2.
7.1 Compliance with Basic Standards with
respect to Major Steps of the
Flowchart ing Approach
All the major steps of the flowcharting approacn kana.iyz is ai
audits) have been followed in the audit. Verification is illustrated
in Table 7.1.
TABLE 7.1
COMPLIANCE WITH MAJOR ANALYTICAL AUDITING STEPS
EvidenceMajor StepsI
A. System Audit (Preliminary Survey)
Chapter Three of this thesis1. Description of Business
Those areas from 1 a) t(a) Nature of Business





f) Purchasing and supplies
g) Personnel (Training)
1 R. J. Anderson, Analytical Auditing- The Flow Chart
approach it James A. Cashin ed., Handbook for Auditors (McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1971). Chapter 49.
TABLE 71. continuecl
COMPLIANCE WITH MAJOR ANALYTICAL AUDITING STEPS
h) Sales
1 i) is covered byi) Operating results
Section 3.3
Review of literature is2. Review literature, policy,
shown in the Bibliographyprocedures and other publi-
Files, manuals, auditcations.
programmes and working
papers in the Internal
Audit Section are reviewed.
Supplies Procedures
manuals are borrowed from
the Supplies Department
and examined.
Documents in the Supplies
Departments (Supplies
Planning Section, Stock
Control, and Stores) and
Marketing Section are
studied.
Annual Reports (1973 1974)
and other company publica-
tions are studied.
This was completed from3. Tour and familiarization
July to August 1975 underwith procedures
the guidance of the
Internal Auditin Staff.
Either formal or informal4. Interview
interviews have been done
with the







- The Accounts Clerks,
- Chief Storekeepers,
- Storekeepers,
- Stock Control Section
Head,






COMPLIANCE WITH MAJOR ANALYTIUAL AUL)l'1'IINL 1•rrj
Sales Manager,





Lead Sheets as shown in5. questionnaires
Appendix D have been used(lead sheets)
to check the Marketing
Sect ion, Supplies Department
as well as the Accounts
Departments.
Completed flow-charts areb. rreparazion Ul 1.LuwuiLdC t,.--





Selected documents are7. Weakness follow-up
(Sampling and Verification) checked at the end points
(from cradle to grave).
The checking is also shown
in the charts.
The results are shown in8. Analysis
Section 6.4 and 6.5.
This is done in the last9. Recommendation
Section of Chapter 6.
B. Weakness Investigation (1o11ow-up Audit)
Depth interviews have been1. Interviews and Informal









The Sales Progress officer.
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TABLE 7-T- Continued
COMPLIANCE WITH MAJOR ANALYTICAL AUDITING STEPS
Forecast methods and dis-2. Examination of Procedures
tribut ion procedures are
revealed in Chapter Seven.
This is shown in the tables3. Statistical Analysis
and figures in Chapter
Seven.
This is presented in the4. Recommendations and
last section of Chapterfindings
Seven.
Table 7.1 indicates that all the major steps in the system
evaluation and weakness investigation are followed. Hence, it can
be concluded that the flowcharting approach (analytical audit) has
been applied.
With Respect to the Field of Study
The above section is to ensure that all steps have been
applied to the A. E. Company in order, so that the author can
conclude that the flowcharting approach has been actually tested in
the A. E. Co. Ltd. which represents the aircraft maintenance and
repairing industry in Hong Kong.
Verification of the second set of basic standards is
illustrated in Table 7.2.
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TABLE 7.2
VERIFICATION OF THE FIELD OF STUDY
EvidenceCheck Points
Appointment letter received1. Is there any proof of the
in July 1975.engagement with the A. E.
Authorisat ion Notes receivedCo. Ltd. for auditing: tasks?
in July October, 1975.
Final Project Report Sub-
mitted to the A. E. Co.
Ltd. in January 1976.
First Thesis Proposal sub-2. Is the thesis carried out
mitted to Dr. J.L. Espy ofin approximately the same
L.I.B.A. of the Chineseperiod of time?
University of Hong Kong in
August, 1975.
Second Thesis Proposal Sub-
mitted to Dr. J.L. Espy and
accepted in September 1975.
Periodic supervision carried
out by Dr. J.L. Espy during
the period from September
1975 to April 1976.
Two interim reports and two3. Have the auditing steps peen
final reports submitted toapplied to the company?
the Assistant General Manager
of Administration during the
above period.
7.2 Compliance With Ub11 atory :itanaaras
Ability to meet auditing standards
of a special investigation
Five major auditing standards of a special investigation
are pointed out in Section 2.2 under Point Number One of Obligatory
Standards.
1. As revealed in Section 8.1, all relevant data about the company
have been collected and presented in Chapter Three and Chapter
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Five. Information covers all basic areas of the operations of
the company required for a system audit.
2. The scope of investigation has been limited to the marketing-
procurement-stock control system. The objective is to detect
the cause of the excess inventory.
3. All major findings are supported by tests, actual data and
statistical analyses.
4. The author has regularly reported to the Assistant General
Manager of Administration _for proper supervision.
Ability to meet the management needs
The Assistant General Manager of Administration gave
positive response to the two interim reports as well as the two
final reports. He verbally expressed that the study is in line
with the company needs and objectives.
In addition, part of the report relating to spot check
on stock has been handed to the new Supplies Superintendent for
technical consideration during the implementation phase.
In Chapter Five, the problem of the system are specified.
In Chapter Six flow charts were used to locate the problem in
the system while further exploration and statistical analysis
reveal how serious the problem is and why the problem arises.
Finally, both in Chapter Six and Chapter Seven, recommendations
are related to the problems found.
Ability to cover all key departments
and sections in the problem areas
It can be verified from the flow-charts, the flow or the
key documents has been verified from the beginning to the end.
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Every related department or section has been studied. The depart-
ments or sections examined are shown in the headings of Chart Al,
Chart A2, Chart A3, Chart A4, and Chart B1.
7.3 Generalizations
Based on Chapter Six, Chapter Seven and the former two
sections of this chapter, it can be generalized that:
1. The flowcharting approach (analytical auditing approach) has
satisfied the major general auditing standards as well as the
standards required of a special investigation, so it can be
considered as a part of auditing techniques and thereby within
the sphere of work of the auditors or' management consultant.
2. The flow-charting approach can be applied to a large and complex
organization in the aircraft engineering industry in Hong Kong.
This statement is valid mainly because the A. E. Co. Ltd. is
the only aircraft engineering firm in Hong Kong. In addition,
all the major steps of the flow-charting approach have been
properly followed and tests in the company with satisfactory
results (as evaluated by the management of the company).
3. In a complex organization, with the help of sampling and statis-
tical analysis, the flow-charting approach can be effective
analytical technique since it can depict the system of internal
control in a clear and unambiguous picture.
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7.4 Future Development of the
Flow-Charting Approach
The flow-charting approach to audit is still in the state
of dynamic growth. The ever increasing importance of management
decisions and management control in today's business structures
dictate that the auditor constantly develop and use advanced
techniques and new audit approaches. Thus, the emphasis on the
greater use of the analytical auditing approach should not be
viewed as something new and esoteric, because it necessity is
obvious and inescapable. It can say that analytical auditing is
becoming a tool that can provide management with a three dimensional
view of their company's activities-- a view that can tell manage-
ment the real story.
As the business becomes more complex and has keen com-
petition, effectiveness of the management will determine the
survival of the corporation. The competence and value of management
becomes the absolute ingredient for success of the corporation.
The internal auditor, through use of the techniques of analytical
auditing would provide management with data which assists manage-
ment in carrying out its responsibility.
As an enterprise expands in size, the managerial burden
also becomes of greater importance because of wider delegation of
authority and responsibility to subordinates. Thus, management
begins to realise the need for a change in its methods of controlling
its business. Management starts to expect their internal auditors
to provide many types of special services for them, because internal
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auditors have a background of company-wide experience derived
through audits of different facets of operations. In order to
justify its existence, the internal auditors has to adopt and
recognise the need for change in his old concept of internal
auditing. His function would include focusing management attention
on opportunities for improvement.
Analytical auditing would continue to develop as a
comparatively new control technique which provides the internal
auditors with a method for evaluating the effectiveness of
operating procedures and internal controls. It would be a
constructive method of assisting management to improve the opera-
tion of its business. It would go beyond the traditional concept
of auditing as a checking, verifying, reconciling, confirming
procedure and include recommendations for improving the existing
system. It can also make use of the new techniques such as value
analysis, operations research, and the information breakthrough
achieved through computer technology especially in the second stage
of follow-up audit. It would serve management at all levels
because it is designed to determine potential danger spots to
highlight possible opportunities for improvement to eliminate
waste or unnecessary loss to observe the performance and evaluate
the effectiveness of controls to assure management that company
policies and procedures are being compiled with and to check on
the execution of plans and objectives of the business. Hence, the
flow-charting approach to audits would at least highlight the
trend of development for the profession of internal auditing to
become an integral part of the management team.
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APPENDIX A
MOVEMENTS OF AIRCRAFTS. PASSENGERS. AND COMMERCIAL CARGUE6

















1 Hong Kong 1974 Report for the Year 1973.Hong Kong
Government Press, 1975.Appendix 34,p.246.
930 937
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Note: All figures quoted here exclude:7
i. Passengers in transit.
ii. Passengers refused permission to land.
iii. Military passengers.
International Movements of Commercial Cargo











Practical Aspects of Internal Control
This appendix is based on Internal Control, Statement on
Auditing No. 4 ,published by the Institute of Chartered Accounts
in England and Wales.
The operations of a company can be classified into eight
areas for internal control purposes:
1. General financial arrangements
(a) devising an appropriate and properly integrated system of
accounts and records
(b) determining the form of general financial supervision and
control by management, using,budgetary control, regular
interim accounts and special reports
(c) ensuring safety of records
2. Cash and cheques received (including cash and bank balances)
(a) receipts by post and cash sales
(b) custody and control of money received
(c) recording of incoming cash and cheques
(d) payments into bank with minimum delay
(e) questions concerning cash and bank balances
3. Cheque and cash payments
(a) system of cheque payment





(b) system of cash payments
nomination of responsible person to authorise expencti.zure
safeguards against the use of vouchers
49 Wages and salaries
(a) delegation of responsibility.for the preparation of pay
sheets
(b) preparation of payroll
(c) payments
(d) deductions
(e) additional checks on pay arrangements
5. Purchases and trade creditors
(a) authorisation (buying)
(b) custody (receipt of goods)'.
(c) recording (accounting)




7. Stocks (including work in progress)
(a) arrangements for receiving, checking and recording goods
inward
(b) safeguarding of stocks against theft, misuse and deteriora-
tion
(c) arrangements for controlling and recording stocks
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(d) material requisition procedures
(e) responsibility for physical check of stocks
(f) periodic review of the conditions of stocks
(g) steps to control and account for scrap and waste
8. Fixed assets and investments
(a). fixed assets
authorisation
maintenance of accounting records
plant and property registers
maintenance of fixed assets
transfer of fixed assets
depreciation of fixed assets
(b) investments
authorisation
maintenance of a detailed investment register
checking contract notes against authorised purchase
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APPENDIX C
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR REVIEW OF MANAGEMENT CONTROLS
I. General data:
A.Owership and organization
1. Obtain organization chart or charts
2.Dcscribe cvidence of nepotism
3.List people (and titles)who make executive decisions
4. List large stockholders who are active in the business
B.Products and competition
Describe (provide statistices where applicable and possible):
1.Main product lines or Products
2.Main customers,geographical areas served,and sbare
of market obtnined
3.Marketing plan of company and competition - list prin-
cipal competitors
4.How does nct income compare with indnstry statistics?
C.Review of past operations
1.Evidence of trend in:
a.Sales?
b.Expenses?
c.Working capital or its elements?
d.Number of employces?
2.If YES,explain possible reasons for condition
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II.Production facilities and practices:
A.Purcbasing
1.Who initiates requisition for raw materials to be pur-
chased?




3.Is compotitive bidding practieed?
4. Are components manufactured? If yes,is there an adequate
basis for arriving at make or but decisions?





6.Is all purchasing,including parts and supplies,done
by purchasing department?
If not ,deseribe
a.Is purchase by others subject to control by contral
purchasing
b.Is there evidonce of costly cover-control?
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B. Use of production standards
1. Are standards in rise?
2. When acre they last revised?
a.On basis of time and taet iod studies?
b. On basis of enineering estimates?
c. On basis of other cost studies?




C. Production flow and control
1. Is there a separate production control deaertment?
2. Describe briefly the production control system used
3. Does this tyctem provide:
a. A definite procedure for deter inin size of econonic
product lots or runs?
b. For co-ordination of rave P materials and arts through-
out.the entire production cycle?
c. For cotrolin inventory levels?
d. For scheduling of all production? • a
e. For usage of nost econonical tabor toads wi plant
a
capacity? .
f. Briefly describe records maintained including wnfille
order data
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D. Production cost accounting
1. Is a cost accounting system used?
2. Describe type (process, job)
3. Is it based on standards?
4. Describe overhead allocation system
5. Is cost center approach used?
6. Is overhead segregated as to variable and fixed?








4. Efficiency (plant) reports
5. Cost reports
6. Other important financial reports
7. Are reports issued timely?
B. Describe extent of budget system:
1. Is the budget prepared by department and division heads?
2. Who reviews and who approves them?
3. How often are actual results compared?




A. What has return on invested capital been for past three
years?
B. What is nature. of outside finnancing?
C. Evidence of excess fends?
D. Evidence-of deficiency in ton or short term funds?
.66 Are cash forecasts in use?
F. Forecasts used to support requests for funds?
G. Are there peak seasonal requirements for funds?
1. Special lending arrangements established. (credit Lines)?
II. Is computation of inventory carrying cost made
1. Cost of funds tied up considered?
2. Cost of stom a space and handling considered?
3. Cost Of obsolescence considered?
4. Is carrying cost properly balanced for needs of
a. Customer service?
b. Economic production runs or purchase lots?
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I. What is bad debt experience in last three years?
1. Is there a written credit policy?
2. What is average collection period?
3. Evidence of "bad blood"--- credit--- sales departments?
J. Describe extent of equipment and properties leased.
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V. Management planning?
A. Have long-term forecasts been developed?
1. Describe briefly,
2.- Are any major changes planned?
3. Are forecasts periodically measured to actual results?
4. Evidence that major projects have not been subjectd to
adequate advance planning in the past?
B. Is there a program for control of research and development
expenditures?
C. Evidence of one-man control?
D. Evidence of key-man development?
E. Outsiders on board of directors?
F. When was the last new product introduced?
G. Who is responsible for new product development?
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VI. industrial and -)erso:anet relations:
Vii. Is turnover excessive?
D. Are employees unionized?
1.Describe areas
2. hen were. last core Bracts signed?
3. Evidence of major disputes in past?
C. Emloyee handbooks used?






6. Obtain copies of Heseriptive materia
E. Describe incentive systems used
VII.Personnel development:
A.Definite wage abministration program?
B.Evidence of on-or off-the-job training or schooling?








A.Attnch key forms used to ackmowlcdge sclos,anthorize
sbipment or manufacture,and bill custouers








D.How are sales data analyzed for ledger entry and stntistical
purposes?
E.Are unfilled and back order records cfficiently meltainped
for production and sales dopartment use
F.Evidence of good credit and collection follow-up aysten?
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IX.Matketing and morchandising:
A.: Briefly describe clulnrrels of distribuoing(nrmbcr of comoeny)
outlet,distrbutors, itc,) and bow sold. (number of ,comiany)
sales forcc, direct sales to customer, tIlrou indopomdent
reresentative)
B. Ts ttie princina1. basis of pricing
1. Cometitive priccg?
2. Cost-voIIwc factors?
3. Are costs and breakven volumer lnown for
a. products?
b. .Special. co-tracts?
C. What is the natur of advertisin ,progrca. (mediae, cxoemdi-
ture agency used )?"
1. Is advert.sing badgeted and allocatcd?
a. Cm whnt basis?
D. where are shipping points ocaled ,awd which cnstoer typcs
and areas are s rvlood frow ?
1.Shnt is fidisbed goods turnover?
B. Reclistic sales fore ats p epared end revisod ro unlarly?
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1. ro.llovrii. factors considered in preparation
a. Gustomer inventory surveys?
b. Industrial and ecnnoni surcrists?.
I'. Is there a sa1.eiman's incentive plan?
1. If yes, describe
135
X. Ynsurances
A. whon was last insurance survey made?
1. By wbom?
B. Were coverage deficiencies noted in audd1 t of
surance?
C. Aret and/or. preventive programs to redncc premium
cost in effect?
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XI. Labor cost, di.stribution and. p yrolls:
A. How many em l cmploee are on the nayrolls:
B. How often paid.?




D. How many Hours does it require to
1. Record time?
2. accumulate larbor distribition cbiarcs?
3. Prepare payrolls?
E. How often are labor efficiency reports prepared for
1. Direct 1f lior?
2. Salesmen?
3. Ctiericrl?




LEAD SHEET FOR SALES. RECEIVABLES.-RECEIPTS
Internal Control Evaluation
Flow chart("Yes" answere.represent apparent weaknesses) Answer
(Yes or No) reference
1. Can goods be shipped but not invoiced?
Consider- (a) independent follow-up of serial con-
tinuity of shipping or sales order
numbers?
(b) shipping, billing segregated. from
cash receipts?
(c) control of access to shipping area?
(d) non-routine sales: scrap, fixed
assets, consignment, employee sales,
direct shipments from supplier to
customer?
2. Can goods be shipped to a bad credit risk?
Consider- (a) credit approval prior to shipment?
3. Can sales be invoiced but not recorded in the accounts?
Consider- (a) independent follow-up of serial con-
tinuity of sales invoices?
(b) shipping or sales order numbers tied
up to documents processed through
posting to receivables or through
entry in sales summary?
(c) billing segregated from receivables?
(d) daily billing total direct to general
ledger posting source?
(e) daily billing total reconciled with
total receivable postings?
4. Can-receivables be credited improperty?
Consider (a) prenumbered credit note approval in-
dependent of receivables clerks?
(b) proper support for credit notes?
(c) independent approval of bad debt
writeoffs?
5. Is "lapping" possible?
Consider- (a) receivable trial balancing, aging,
review, follow-up of delinquent
accounts independent of posting
clerks?
(b) checking and mailing of statements
independently of posting. clerks,
control where no statements?
(c) customer queries followed up indepen-
dently?
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Lead Sheet for Sales, Receivables. Receitts- Continued
Flow chartAnswer"yes" answers represent apparent weaknesses)
(Yes or No) reference
6. Can payments be received and not deposited?
Consider- (a) cashier and receivable ledger
functions separated?
(b) cheques stamped "for deposit only"
when mail opened, bank accepts
only for deposit?
(c) mail receipts direct to cashier,
listed, or control totals taken
immediately?
(d) deposits checked, deposited promptly?
(e) control over branch deposit accounts?
7. Can overdue accounts escape attention?
Consider- (a) aged trial balances?
(b) independent follow-up?
B. Can sales be invoiced but not costed?
9. Can invoicing errors occur?
Consider- (a) pricing, quantities, extensions
checked?
(b) standard price list, exceptions
approved?
10. Can cash sales proceeds be misappropriated?
Consider - (a) locked-in register invoice copy or pre-
numbered receipts?
(b) indpendent check of prenumbered in-
voices to cash book?
(c) control over drivers' collections,
C.O.D. sales, etc.?
U. Can miscellaneous receipts be missed?




LEAD SHEET FOR PURCHASES, PAYABLES, PAYMENTS
Internal Control Evaluation
Flow chartAnswer("Yes" answers represent apparent weaknesses)
(Yes or Nc reference
1. Can goods be purchased if not authorized?
Consider- (a) purchase requisition and purchase
order approvals?
(b) purchasing segregated from receiving,
accounts payable, inventory records?
2. Can payables be set up if goods not received?
Consider- (a) receiving segregated from accounts
payable, inventory records, purchasing?
(b) receiving slip or other written record
made?
(c) adequate inspection, claims for short
shipments, etc.?
(d) invoices, receiving, slips direct to
accounts payable not purchasing?
(e) invoices checked to purchase orders,
receiving slips?.
(f) cancellation of documents and, dupli-
cates to prevent re-use?
(g) unmatched documents investigated
regularly?
(h) freight checked, bills matched, to
purchases?
3.Can payments be made if not properly supported?
Consider- (a) discounts taken?
(b) control when invoices paid-before
validating complete?
(c) check of extensions, additions,
discounts?
(d) two signing officers independent of
purchasing, receiving, accounts payable,
and cheque preparation?
(e) first signing officer examines support
for payment and approves for complete-
ness?
(f) second signing officer scrutinizes support?
(g) cheques protectographed before signature,
control over signature plates?
(h) cheques mailed out directly?
(i) payables trial balanced monthly?




Leas sneet for Purcnases, Yayables, Payments- Cntinued
Flow chart"Yes" answers represent apparent weaknesses Answer
reference(Yes or No)
(1) prenumbered cheques, continuity
accounted for, control over unused?
(m) bank transfers controlled?
(n) no bearer or "cash"cheques?
4.Can payments for non-routine purchases (e.g. of ser-
vices) be made if not authorized or properly
supported?
5.Can liabilities be incurred but not recorded?
Consider- (a) suppliers' statements reconciled?
6. Can charges be distributed to improper accounts?
Consider - (a)distribution of purchase order,
voucher distribution reviewed?
1 7. Can petty cash be misappropriated?
Consider- (a) imprest funds, reasonable amounts?
(b) approvals, vouchers cancelled?
(c) periodic counts?
8. Can fixed assets be acquired or disposed of without
proper authorization and recording?
Consider- (a) approved work orders for fixed assets
and major repairs?
(b) approval of cost over-runs?
(c) plant reporting of scrapping or dis-
posals?
(d) detailed fixed asset ledger periodic
inspection?




LEAD SHEHEM FOR COST RECORDS AND INVENTORY RECORDS
Internal Control Evaluation
("Yes" answers represent apparent weaknesses) Answer Flow chart
(Yes or No) reference
1. Can inventory items be lost or pilfered?
Consider- (a) responsible storekeepers, fencing
of stores where appropriate?
(b) detailed perpetual records segregated
from stock?
(c) trial balancing of records, periodic
counts?
(d) storekeeper advises stock records
independently re receipts from pro-
duction or receiver?
(e) requisitions used or some other
control on usage?
(f) control over items expensed but
physically on hand?
2. Can inventory in production be consumed or wasted with-
out being recorded?
Consider- (a) control of excess material requisi-
tions?
(b) no hidden allowance for inventory
shrinkage, etc.?
(c) reconciliations of production counts?
(d) scrap report required before scrap
disposed of?
(e) scrap weighed and sale proceeds checked?
(f) reporting of obsolescence or slow
movement?
3. Can work in process be charged with items and never
relieved?
Consider- (a) e. g. in at actual out at standard
avoided?
(b) all proper variances developed?
Is information produced by the cost system inadequate
for proper control?
Consider- (a) reliable and up-to-date standards used?
(b) variance analysis?





LEAD SHEET FOR BOOKS OF ACCOUNT AND GENERAL
Internal Control Evaluation
Flor chartAnswer"Yes" answers represent apparent weaknesses
re erence(Yes or No)
1. Can posting or addition errors occur in ledgers?
Consider- (a) trial balanced monthly?
(b) periodic reconciliation of control
accounts?
2. Can incorrect journal entries be made?
Consider- (a) adequately supported?
(b) approved by senior accountant?
3. Is there a lack of accounting or administrative
controls?
Consider- (a) rotation of duties, regular
vacations?
(b) adequate fidelity insurance?
(give details)
(c) accounting manuals in use?
(d) internal audit dept.?
(e) books kept up-to-date?
(f) budgetary controls?
(g) adequate control over branch
operations?
(h) timely internal reports to
management?
4. Do procedural changes during peak periods, slack periods,
vacations, or illness result in any significant change
in internal control?
5. Are there any areas where lack of competence on the
part of any employee affects significantly the
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1作 者 區 國 偉
一 九 七 六 年 度 工 商 管 理 碩 士 論 文 要 旨
題 目 流 水 圖 應 用 於 公 司 對 內 控 制 — 以 看 范 一 問 工 程 公
司 之 營 運 系 統 作 深 入 說 明
研 究 目 的
本 文 主 旨 非 意 圖 伸 展 或 修 正 分 析 審 計 學 的 理 論 ， 而 袛
說 明 基 理 論 的 實 際 用 途 。 全 文 著 重 剖 析 基 實 用 價 值 ， 而 少
2让 其 理 论 价 值 . 先 让 引 证 实 其 例 , 不 外 是 证 明 分 析 审 计 学 最
低 限 度 可 应 用 于 本 港 其 些 行 业 .
本 文 不 足 以 分 析 整 套 理 论 的 实 用 价 值 . 一 年 的 研
究 时 间 , 亦 未 能 全 面 研 究 分 析 审 计 学 所 有 细 节 , 不 过 尚 能
探 讨 其 大 件 . 这 一 年 的 研 究 , 只 能 算 作 初 步 探 讨 , 仍 需 深
入 研 究 ， 抬 可 解 管 进 一 步 的 问 题 如 ： 究 竟 在 什 么 情 况 下
流 水 图 法 始 能 有 效 地 应 用 ？ 什 么 情 况 下 不 能 生 效 ？ 理 论 基
础 是 否 需 要 修 正 ? 上 例 问 题 一 概 在 本 文 范 围 之 外 。 而
本 文 所 深 入 探 讨 的 问 题 ， 是 流 水 图 法 是 否 能 应 用 于 本 范 一
3些 工 业 机 构 , 及 其 实 效 如 何 ?
这 个 研 究 选 择 一 问 飞 机 工 程 公 司 作 为 研 究 对 象 , 主 要
原 因 是 作 者 对 它 称 为 熟 悉 , 同 时 它 在 飞 机 维 修 行 业 , 亦 具
代 表 性 , 在 只 要 能 将 分 析 审 计 学 ( 或 流 水 图 法 ) 的 大 体 步 鄹 施 行
于 这 间 公 司 , 而 效 果 满 意 , 就 能 立 论 指 出 分 析 审 计 学 最 低
限 度 对 这 一 行 业 具 有 实 用 价 值
流 水 图 法 简 介
流 水 图 法 , 亦 称 分 析 审 计 学 , 本 是 一 种 审 计 技 巧 , 主
要 是 用 来 分 析 公 司 对 内 控 制 不 足 之 处 . 传 统 分 析 的 多 倚 赖
问 卷 及 报 告 , 但 以 文 字 叙 述 一 个 复 杂 的 行 政 系 统 易 于 引 起
混 淆 , 远 不 及 流 水 图 法 的 符 号 明 确 . 流 水 图 首 先 在 六 十
年 代 由 加 拿 大 注 册 会 计 师 安 达 臣 (RJANDERSON)
兴 史 垦 拿 (RMSKINNER) 提 出 其 审 计 用 途 . 他 们
设 计 的 流 水 图 法 , 一 方 面 能 符 合 审 计 标 准 , 另 一 方 面 又 能
有 效 地 兴 现 代 的 管 理 数 学 技 巧 并 用 , 适 逢 现 代 管 理 思 想
向 科 学 化 , 故 日 渐 为 人 接 变 推 广 .
5流 水 图 法 假 定 一 间 公 司 的 政 策 是 由 一 组 行 政 程 序 执 行
的 , 而 所 有 行 政 都 有 一 套 文 件 推 行 . 所 谓 文 件 , 分 正
式 兴 非 正 式 , 包 括 信 札 表 格 等 . 诺 依 照 流 水 图 法 将 文 件 的
流 动 情 况 列 表 分 析 , 就 能 发 现 这 一 组 行 政 程 序 的 漏 洞 ; 再
输 以 统 计 方 法 ， 更 能 估 计 一 组 行 政 程 序 政 策 的 功 效 性
效 率 如 何
分 析 审 计 学 的 主 题 是 对 内 控 制 ， 不 离 审 计 学 的 宗 旨
而 以 流 水 图 及 程 序 测 验 作 为 主 要 的 分 析 方 法 。 一 个 完 整 的
分 析 审 计 可 分 两 阶 段 “ 首 为 系 统 审 计 ， 次 为 追 查 审 计 。 系
6统 审 计 对 一 个 机 构 内 容 各 个 系 统 作 一 全 面 的 估 计 , 找 出 弱 点
, 追 查 审 计 继 而 深 入 追 查 弱 点 的 起 因 性 结 果 . 在 第 一 次 阶 段
内 研 究 各 个 系 统 的 主 要 行 政 程 序 , 然 后 抽 样 测 验 文 件 的 流
动 情 况 ， 最 后 须 将 各 个 系 统 画 成 流 水 图 法 ； 进 入 第 二 次 阶 段
对 控 制 满 意 的 区 域 ， 须 加 上 辅 助 性 的 测 验 ， 以 确 定 整
个 系 统 正 常 无 误 ， 而 在 控 制 不 足 的 区 域 ， 则 运 用 各 种 统
计 分 析 ， 找 出 弱 点 的 严 重 性 ， 最 后 则 提 出 除 去 弱 点 的 建 议
。
至 于 流 水 图 法 的 绘 画 方 法 ， 具 体 而 言 ， 首 先 须 将 一 个 机
7構 分 成 多 個 系 統 ， 如 營 運 系 統 ， 生 產 系 統 ， 會 計 系 統 。
然 後 集 中 一 個 系 統 內 的 行 政 程 序 及 有 關 每 一 行 政 程 序 的 文
件 ， 將 文 件 流 通 各 部 門 的 情 形 組 織 成 圖 ， 就 能 對 這 個 系 統
的 工 作 情 形 一 目 了 然 ， 同 時 亦 認 識 到 那 些 程 序 構 成 弱 點 ，
那 些 文 件 失 去 實 效 。
對 內 控 制 的 重 要 性
流 水 圖 法 的 重 點 在 於 對 內 控 制 。 面 隨 著 工 商 機 構 的 擴
大 反 過 於 複 雜 ， 管 理 人 員 對 於 對 內 控 制 亦 日 加 重 視 。 他 們
8有 责 任 保 持 整 个 机 构 的 行 政 效 率 ， 但 又 缺 乏 时 间 去 搜 集 资
料 以 了 解 及 评 估 整 个 机 构 的 工 作 状 况 ， 所 以 须 倚 靠 一 个 对
内 控 制 的 系 统 来 协 助 管 理 ， 而 内 部 审 计 师 往 往 就 构 成 这 个
系 统 的 主 要 环 节 。
其 实 ， 对 内 控 制 的 范 围 不 单 抵 是 核 对 日 常 工 作 或 防 止
欺 诈 行 为 ， 亦 包 括 维 持 行 政 体 系 畅 顺 ， 防 护 公 司 财 产 ， 确
定 会 计 资 料 的 可 靠 性 等 。 根 据 英 格 兰 及 威 尔 斯 的 特 许 会 计
师 学 会 解 释 ， 对 内 控 制 可 分 三 部 ，
、 计 划 公 司 的 体 制 将 职 权 适 当 地 划 分 入 各 个 部 门 ， 委
9任 适 当 人 员 以 及 协 调 各 部 门 。
二 、 设 计 授 权 、 记 录 及 监 视 各 程 序 使 公 司 的 支 出 有 适 当
人 员 授 权 ， 记 录 及 监 视 。 为 了 保 持 会 计 及 财 务 控 制 有 效
会 计 制 度 须 附 设 定 期 核 对 ， 防 止 错 误 及 欺 诈 行 为 。
三 、 管 理 人 员 的 督 导 及 审 查 有 效 的 对 内 控 制 需 要 董 事 定
期 审 查 公 司 的 财 政 状 况 。 从 定 期 的 会 计 报 告 ， 行 政 总 结 及
各 种 统 计 资 料 ， 可 知 工 作 优 或 进 一 步 的 审 查 ， 此 外 、
管 理 人 员 亦 有 运 用 预 算 控 制 、 特 别 审 查 及 内 部 审 计 等 才 法
家 强 对 内 控 制
流 水 图 法 的 发 展
工 商 机 构 分 权 已 成 必 须 ， 但 应 乏 授 权 又 造
成 控 制 用 难 ， 所 以 管 理 人 员 更 需 内 部 审 计 师 协 助 管 理 及
提 供 决 策 资 料 。
流 水 图 法 大 体 上 将 继 续 发 展 成 为 控 制 的 新 才 法 ， 供 内
部 审 计 师 作 为 评 估 行 政 程 序 的 工 具 。 它 不 但 能 协 助 管 理 ，
而 且 更 内 部 审 计 脱 离 了 传 统 的 。 今 日 的 内 部 审 计 不
查 核 或 检 定 行 政 程 序 或 会 计 记 录 ， 更 协 助 管 理 人 员 改 善
11
公 司 体 制 ， 节 约 行 政 开 支 ， 检 定 行 政 程 序 及 评 论 策 等 。
所 以 ， 流 水 图 法 最 低 限 度 可 成 为 内 部 审 计 的 发 展 新 方 向 。


